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Resumo

Muitos pesquisadores acreditam que a Internet está “ossificada”, ou seja, sua própria
estrutura a impede de evoluir em aspectos como segurança, mobilidade e distribuição de conteúdo.
No entanto, há uma dificuldade em testar novas ideias em ambiente de produção como a Internet
devido aos requisitos de estabilidade dos mesmos. Este impasse levou parte da comunidade
de pesquisa em Redes de Computadores a construir infraestruturas em larga escala chamadas
testbeds, onde pesquisadores podem montar sua “própria” rede privada e então testar suas ideias
em um ambiente similar à Internet. Este trabalho discute os desafios de uma das principais
tarefas de um testbed: monitoração. Para tal, foi realizado um levantamento do estado da arte
em sistemas de monitoração para testbeds e, a partir deste estudo, foi identificado, descrito e
implementado um conjunto de casos de uso de monitoração no contexto do testbed FIBRE. A
implementação destes casos de uso validou as propostas deste trabalho, as quais podem também
ser aplicadas a outros ambientes similares.

Palavras-chave: Testbed. Medição. Monitoração.



Abstract

Many researchers believe that the Internet is “ossified”, that is, its design is preventing
the network to evolve in aspects such as security, mobility, and content distribution. However,
it is difficult to test new ideas in a production environment like the Internet due to its stability
requirements. As an alternative, part of the network research community is focused on building
large-scale infrastructures called testbeds, where they can build their “own” network and test
their ideas in a more realistic environment, similar to the Internet itself. This work discusses the
challenges of a key function in a testbed: monitoring. To do this, we reviewed the state-of-the-art
in monitoring systems for testbeds and then identified, described, and implemented a set of
monitoring use cases in the FIBRE testbed. By implementing these use cases, we validate our
proposals and lay a framework reusable in other similar environments.

Keywords: Testbed. Measurement. Monitoring.
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1
Introduction

Many researchers believe that the Internet is “ossified”, that is, its design is preventing
the network to evolve in aspects such as security, mobility, and content distribution (PAN; PAUL;
JAIN, 2011). This issue motivated the emergence of a new research area called Future Internet,
which aims to propose new architectures — or changes in the current architecture — to make the
Internet better.

However, since the Internet is an essential service, its stakeholders are not willing to
let researchers run experiments on it and risk its stability. This way, nowadays researchers are
restricted to test their ideas using simulation or their laboratories limited infrastructure, which
sometimes are not enough to prove that an idea works on a production scale.

To solve this problem, part of the Future Internet research community is focused on
building large-scale infrastructures (nationwide and intercontinental) called testbeds. In a
testbed, researchers can book computing resources (VMs, “bare metal” machines, network links,
etc.) and build their “own” networks to test their ideas against a more realistic environment,
similar to the current Internet. One of the most prominent initiatives on this direction is the
Global Environment for Network Innovations (GENI) project1, a suite of testbeds which we
will now present in more detail and, at the same time, introduce some basic concepts related to
testbeds in general (highlighted in boldface along this chapter).

The GENI testbed builds upon four key concepts. The first one is Programmability:
researchers should be able to install their own software on nodes (Virtual Machines (VMs) and
bare metal machines) to control how they behave. The second one is Slice-based Experimentation:
GENI experiments are a set of interconnected resources from one or more locations, called slice;
researchers can discover, reserve, program, debug, and operate these resources remotely. The
third key concept is Virtualization: whenever possible, GENI resources (also called substrate)
should be virtualized in order to support multiple simultaneous experiments, running in isolated
slices (for instance, a server can be virtualized and provide VMs to several different slices).
Finally, the fourth key concept is Federation: GENI is composed by a set of facilities (called
aggregates) owned and managed by different organizations, which implements a common API

1http://www.geni.net/
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for resource sharing among them.
Figure 1.1 shows a GENI slice composed of resources from different aggregates (each

“cloud” represents an aggregate). To make this interoperability between aggregates possible,
GENI defined the Aggregate Manager API. Based on the SFA 2.0 architecture (PETERSON
et al., 2009), this API defines how users can access the list of available resources, how each
aggregate advertises this list, and how a user can request resources from an aggregate.

Figure 1.1: A GENI slice with resources from multiple aggregates. Source: (GENI,
2014a)

In order to manage resources, create slices, and aid the user with his/her experiment,
the testbed needs a Control and Monitoring Framework (CMF). A CMF is the software
responsible for managing the experiment entire lifecycle, which usually consists of: experiment

design, where the researcher defines, among other things, his/her slice topology; resource

booking, where the researcher asks the CMF to create his/her slice, reserving and starting all
resources; execution and measurement, where the researcher runs his/her experiment and collects
measurements; and archiving of the measurement results, where the CMF saves all collected data
in a persistent storage service.

From the user’s point of view, the CMF provides interfaces (either graphical or command-
line based) where he/she can create and control experiments. Under the hood, the CMF takes all
necessary measures to create the slice (which can also be seen as an overlay network), including
the separation of “control” traffic (such as slice management and measurement collection tasks)
from “user” traffic (the traffic generated by the user experiment itself) in order to not disturb the
experiment execution. All control traffic is transmitted through a separate channel (usually a
VLAN) called Control Plane, and all user traffic through another channel called Data Plane.

GENI, being a suite of various testbeds, works with different CMFs. The most relevant
one to this work’s context is the ProtoGENI CMF2. Based on the Emulab3 software, ProtoGENI

2http://protogeni.net/
3https://www.emulab.net/
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is the prototype control framework for the so-called GENI Cluster C, the largest set of inte-
grated projects in GENI. It offers sophisticated graphical interfaces for resource allocation and
monitoring, which we will present in detail in Chapter 2.

A second example of CMF is the OMF CMF (RAKOTOARIVELO et al., 2009), which
focus on experimentation with wireless networks. One of OMF’s principles consists in providing
tools for a precise documentation of the experiment, so another researcher can thoroughly
reproduce it later on. To this end, OMF specifies a proprietary high-level language for experiment
description based on Ruby; this way, the researcher writes his/her experiment as a script and
OMF takes care of executing it and saving the results (usually measurements) in a persistent
storage facility (i.e. a server outside the slice).

Finally, a third example of CMF is the OFELIA Control Framework (OCF), used by the
OFELIA testbed (SUÑÉ et al., 2014). OFELIA is a European project focused on experimentation
with OpenFlow (MCKEOWN et al., 2008), which permits researchers complete control over
their overlay network.

Another essential function of any CMF is to provide monitoring capabilities, so users
can collect data from their experiment. Actually, in most cases the resulting measurements
are the single most important outcome of an experiment. In this work, we call the part of a
CMF responsible for monitoring as “Instrumentation and Measurement (I&M) System” or
“I&M Architecture”. Any I&M System should strive for easiness of use, so users do not need
to be “monitoring specialists” in order to configure and collect measurements. Each of the CMFs
presented above provides some kind of I&M System; in Chapter 2, we describe them and others
in detail.

In Brazil, the biggest initiative on Future Internet testbeds is the FIBRE Project4. FIBRE
is a cooperation between Brazil and Europe to build an intercontinental testbed with support
to wired, wireless, and optical experimentation. To provide this range of technologies, FIBRE
uses three different CMFs (OMF, OCF, and ProtoGENI) federated through the SFA architecture.
In this work, we use the acronym “FIBRE-BR” when referring specifically to the Brazilian
side/context of the FIBRE testbed, and “FIBRE” when referring to the testbed as a whole.

As any other testbed, FIBRE intends to provide an I&M System to its users. However,
the Brazilian and European sides of the testbed will deploy independent — but integrated —
I&M Systems. The FIBRE-BR I&M Architecture, proposed by PINHEIRO et al. (2012) and
presented in detail in Chapter 2, leverages OMF’s, OCF’s, and ProtoGENI’s I&M systems to
create an integrated I&M architecture.

Starting from a literature review and the FIBRE I&M Architecture proposal, we identified
a set of monitoring use cases within the FIBRE-BR context, but reusable by any other testbed.
This work documents them, proposes implementation alternatives for each use case, and describes
our prototype implementations for three selected use cases.

The remaining of this text is structured as follows: Chapter 2 reviews the state of the art

4http://www.fibre.org.br/
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in monitoring systems for Future Internet testbeds; Chapter 3 describes the identified monitoring
use cases in the FIBRE-BR testbed and proposes implementation alternatives for each one of
them; Chapter 4 shows the prototype implementations of three selected use cases in the FIBRE-
BR environment; and Chapter 5 draws some concluding remarks, discusses related works, and
outlines future works.
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2
State of the Art in I&M Systems for Net-
work Testbeds

In this chapter, we present the I&M systems of each major network testbed in operation
today. In Section 2.1 we present GENI’s monitoring requirements, the generic GENI I&M
Architecture, and two implementations of this architecture: GEMINI and GIMI. In Section 2.2
we discuss OMF monitoring requirements and its monitoring framework, OML. In Section 2.3
we present OFELIA’s OpenFlow-based monitoring tools, Oflops and cbench. In Section 2.4
we present TopHat, an I&M system developed for the PlanetLab testbed. In Section 2.5,
Section 2.6, and Section 2.7 we present FIRE’s MOST4FIRE framework, the NOVI Measurement

Framework, and the FIBRE-BR I&M Architecture, respectively, all three of them proposing an
I&M framework for heterogeneous federated testbeds. Finally, in Section 2.8 we draw some
conclusions about this chapter’s contents.

2.1 GENI

The GENI Project defines a comprehensive framework for I&M, which includes some
general requirements and a generic service-oriented I&M Architecture to serve as reference
for implementing I&M systems on GENI. In the following subsections, we will present the
requirements, the generic architecture, and two implementations of this architecture.

2.1.1 GENI I&M requirements

BARFORD et al. (2009) define a set of requirements for the GENI I&M Architecture,
some of which we list below1:

� Provide instrumentation that can be deployed broadly and in a cost effective way;

1In this section, we deliberately reproduce some requirements and other definitions exactly as they are written
on the original GENI documents, but always citing the sources.
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� Provide a large, secure central repository in which collected data can be stored,
anonymized, and made available to users;

� Have little or no impact on experiments;

� Be extensible;

� Offer high availability;

� Provide remote management and monitoring capabilities;

� Provide access control to measurement data (i.e., the ability to specify what is
available from a particular device, to whom, and for how long).

Besides these requirements, GENI (2010) describes some “goals” for the GENI testbed
regarding I&M. Among them are:

� Remove the burden on researchers to be a system and network measurement expert,
so he/she can focus on the science in his/her experiments;

� Measure details of GENI behavior with high precision and accuracy in a ubiqui-
tous, extensible, highly available, secure, and integrated manner without adversely
impacting experiments;

� Provide drill-down performance transparency of system and network resources at
hop, link, path and slice levels;

� Provide performance information about the I&M Architecture components them-
selves to ensure the correctness of the provided measurements;

One of GENI’s major contributions is the definition of a comprehensive framework
for building Future Internet testbeds. In this work, we make strong use of definitions and
concepts from GENI’s framework; for this reason, we present in this chapter an overview of
some important concepts. The first one is the identification of the user groups that will use the
testbed, which according to GENI (2010) are:

� Experimenters: users that run experiments in slices comprising of multiple GENI
resources to address Future Internet research problems;

� Central Operators: group that monitors the GENI facility resources and processes
(equivalent to a Network Operation Center);

� Aggregate Providers and Operators: groups that provide computing and network
resources to GENI experimenters (e.g., universities, companies);
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� Archive Providers and Operators: groups that provide storage systems and tools
to archive, share, annotate, search and cite measurement data;

� Researchers that use Archived Measurement Data: users that utilize measure-
ment datasets provided by Archive Providers in order to test hypothesis and promote
reproducible research. These users may use the results produced by third-party exper-
iments for further analyses, and even discover new facts about the data overlooked
by the original experimenters.

For each of these groups, GENI (2010) also lists a set of use cases that reflects the users’
expectations from the testbed. We describe some of them below, divided by user group:

Experimenters:

� The GENI testbed set up a slice for an experimenter and he/she wants to know
if he/she have got all the resources with the requested performance levels;

� The experimenter wants a dashboard with performance indicators of some or
all of his/her resources in real-time, while he/she runs his/her experiment;

� The experimenter wants to save his/her measurements in a persistent storage
system, so he/she can reference them later and also share them with Researchers
and Opt-in users;

� The experimenter wants to set up active measurements on paths x, y, z using
p, q, r tools. The I&M Architecture should be able to set up these on-demand
measurements with quick response times.

Opt-in Users:

� The opt-in user subscribed to a virtual desktop service in a GENI experiment
and wants to know whether he/she got all the resources (e.g., CPU, Memory,
Disk space) with the expected performance levels;

� The opt-in user is running an application in a GENI experiment, and the per-
formance is not what he/she expected. He/she wants to query the status of
the resources supporting his/her application to know the reason for the poor
performance, or notify the experimenter about this issue.

Central Operators:

� The central operators want to set up measurements on paths x, y, z using
p, q, r tools spanning multiple aggregates, and visualize this measurements
summarized in a weathermap-like interface;

� The central operators want to access the measurements of a given slice so they
can troubleshoot infrastructure problems affecting that slice.
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Aggregate Providers and Operators:

� An aggregate operator wants to be notified if any slice in his/her aggregate is
misbehaving so he/she can swap the experiment out and/or reallocate resources;

� An aggregate provider wants to keep metadata of all the experiments that used
its resources, so it can track resource utilization levels over time.

Archive Providers and Operators:

� An archive provider wants the GENI users to use its tools and transformation
libraries to share, annotate, search and cite the measurement data repositories
stored in its facility;

� An archive provider wants to have an authentication mechanism for aggregate
providers, experimenters, opt-int users, and researchers that use its service, so it
can grant access to data in its repositories based on the privileges assigned to
each user group.

Researchers that use Archived Measurement Data:

� A researcher wants to search through GENI experiments measurement data
using keywords;

� A researcher wants to share, annotate, search and cite the measurement datasets
in repositories of several Archive Providers.

Following these requirements and use cases, GENI (2010) proposes a generic I&M
Architecture, presented in the next subsection

2.1.2 GENI I&M Architecture

The generic I&M Architecture proposed by GENI incorporates many aspects from perf-
SONAR(HANEMANN et al., 2005). Therefore, we will first describe the original perfSONAR
architecture before discussing GENI’s proposal.

perfSONAR is a framework for network performance monitoring which aims to simplify
the identification of end-to-end performance problems in multi-domain environments. It uses a
service-oriented architecture and a standardized data representation schema to abstract individual
monitoring tools such as OWAMP2, BWCTL3, and Traceroute. This way, perfSONAR acts like
a middleware, an intermediary layer between measurement tools and visualization interfaces,
enabling the exchange of performance measurements in a federated environment.

The main services that compose the perfSONAR architecture are:

2http://software.internet2.edu/owamp/
3http://software.internet2.edu/bwctl/
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Measurement Point (MP) Service The MPs generate measurement data — either from ac-
tive measurements or by querying passive measurement devices — and output it in a
standardized format.

Lookup Service (LS) Directory service where other services register their existence and ca-
pabilities. Querying the LS, clients can discover which services are available in the
infrastructure.

Measurement Archive (MA) Service Stores measurement data in optimized databases and
publish them through a standard API, using perfSONAR’s data format.

Authentication Service (AS) Authenticates users and other clients to access the framework
services.

Topology Service (ToS) Provides topological information about the network. Based on infor-
mation retrieved from many sources (e.g. multiple MPs), this service infers the network
topology.

Transformation Service (TS) Performs functions such as data aggregation, correlation, filter-
ing, and translation.

Resource Protector (RP) Service Controls the usage of limited resources (like the network
bandwidth) in order to prevent, for instance, two measurements from interfering with each
other.

The standards adopted by perfSONAR are the SOAP (BOX et al., 2000) protocol and the
NM-WG data representation schema. NM-WG (ZURAWSKI; SWANY; GUNTER, 2006) is an
Open Grid Forum4 standard for measurement information exchange. It uses (but is not restricted
to) XML as markup language, and besides natively supporting a set of metrics, is also extensible
to incorporate new ones.

Inspired by perfSONAR’s approach to monitoring, GENI proposed a generic service-
oriented I&M Architecture, which consists of six types of services, namely:

Measurement Orchestration (MO) Service Responsible for setting up and managing the other
I&M Services, especially those that run inside a slice. To do this, it typically utilizes script
languages to deploy, start, restart, and check the services’ status.

Measurement Point (MP) Service Follows the same idea proposed by perfSONAR. GENI
defines two kinds of MPs: those that measure directly on GENI infrastructure (e.g., link
sensors, node sensors, and taps on the network) and those deployed inside a user’s slice
(e.g., software-based probes to measure delay and throughput).

4http://www.ogf.org/
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Measurement Information (MI) Service Similar to perfSONAR’s LS, provides a lookup or
directory service where other I&M services—like visualization portals—can query for
available measurement data. Additionally, it can also provide topology information.

Measurement Collection (MC) Service Collects, combines, transforms and/or cache measure-
ment data obtained by MPs to make it available for visual presentation.

Measurement Analysis and Presentation (MAP) Service Analyzes and graphically present
measurement data to users, usually through Web Portals or other types of GUIs. This
service works alongside the MC Service and, for simplicity’s sake, a developer can combine
them into a single system.

Measurement Data Archive (MDA) Service Provides a persistent data repository where ex-
perimenters and operators can save their measurement data for later use. It also should
provide a Portal where other researchers can access measurement data (when permitted)
and perform further analyses. But since “data providers (like experimenters) will probably
not share their data if it requires any effort on their part, the MDA Service should provide
automatic transformations to make data sharing easy” (GENI, 2010).

Figure 2.1 shows how the services described above fit together and interact with each
other. Assuming that the I&M Services was already “orchestrated” (i.e. deployed and configured)
by an MO Service, let us follow the measurement data flow on this figure from left to right. First,
we have different kinds of MPs collecting data: one directly from MIBs on network devices (1-a);
another using DAG 5 Cards (1-b); and another one inside an experiment (1-c). Next, MCs collect
data from MPs (2-a) and register these data in the MI Service (2-b). Since all available data are
now registered in the MI Service, operators and experimenters can visualize them through GUIs
provided by MAP Services (3). Finally, other researchers can have access to their colleagues
measurement data to perform additional analyses, reproduce results, and maybe even discover
new facts overlooked by the original experimenter (4)6.

But before making the measurement data available to the users, the I&M Architecture
must identify and index them to facilitate the searching process. GENI proposes that each dataset
must have a unique ID and a set of metadata information (also called Measurement Data Object
Descriptors — MDOD). These metadata will provide information such as the data owner, sharing
policies, and a description of the experiment that originated the dataset. They will be initially
stored in the MI Service and, once the experiment is finished, in the MDA Service.

GENI also defines some guidelines for sharing measurement data. The user who col-
lected the data owns it, and can decide about its sharing policy. In this process, some kind of
anonymization may be necessary to protect the identity of opt-in users or other sensitive informa-
tion. Once the sharing policy is defined, other users can have access to shared measurement data

5http://dag.cs.waikato.ac.nz/
6In Figure 2.1, the boxes “UW Srvc” and “DOA Srvc” are subsystems that compose the MDA Service, not

important to the general understanding of the system as a whole.
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Figure 2.1: Interaction between GENI I&M Services and its users. Adapted from GENI
(2010)

through a Web Portal provided by any I&M Service such as the MDA Service, where they can
search and download the desired data.

Regarding the development of I&M visualization interfaces (or I&M GUIs), GENI (2010)
identifies some design options as well as its pros and cons. The first choice is about whether
the GUI should be deployed in a distributed fashion (locally on slice’s nodes), centralized (one
single instance accessing data remotely) or use a hybrid approach. Distributed GUIs can access
data faster, add little or no extra network traffic, and are usually simpler to build. Centralized
GUIs are preferred for health and status monitoring because they provide a unique location for
network management, facilitating the access; however, they tend to increase the measurement
overhead over the network. A hybrid approach can be used to get the best of both worlds, with a
centralized interface that caches data for common queries and fetch others on demand.

Another tradeoff when building I&M GUIs identified by GENI is between flexibility and
usability. Expert users want to have great flexibility and many options, so the GUI can adapt
to their needs. On the other hand, non-expert users can feel overwhelmed by so many options,
which can reduce the GUI usability and user experience. Providing different views like “normal”
and “advanced” can conciliate these two extremes.

With so many possibilities for building I&M GUIs, GENI expects that a range of different
interfaces will be available for different purposes, like management, data visualization, etc. To
make these GUIs easily discoverable by users, GENI considers the possibility of registering
them in the MI Service as any other I&M Service. In this case, the I&M Architecture could offer
a kind of “Portal to I&M GUIs”.

The next subsections present two I&M systems implemented following the generic
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design proposed by GENI: GEMINI and GIMI.

2.1.3 The GEMINI I&M System

The GENI Measurement and Instrumentation Infrastructure (GEMINI)7 is developed by
Indiana and Kentucky Universities, and is tailored to work with the ProtoGENI CMF8. GEMINI
is the result of the combination of two earlier independent projects: INSTOOLS (GRIFFIOEN;
FEI; NASIR, 2009), more focused on passive measurements; and LAMP9, focused mainly on
active measurements. We will first describe INSTOOLS and LAMP’s architecture separately
and then show how they were merged into the GEMINI I&M System10.

INSTOOLS collects and provides visualization interfaces for SNMP measurements and
statistics from Linux’s /proc pseudo-file system. Figure 2.2 shows INSTOOLS’ architecture
and deployment on a slice. INSTOOLS considers every measurement-capable node on the slice
a Measurement Point (MP). The Measurement Controllers (MC) are additional nodes where
data collected by MPs are stored, processed, and made available for presentation11. INSTOOLS
automatically creates one MC node per aggregate that provides resources to the slice; by doing
this, it minimizes data transfers between aggregates, making the system scalable to big slices.

Figure 2.2: INSTOOLS’ architecture. Adapted from GRIFFIOEN; FEI; NASIR (2009)

The other two INSTOOLS components are the Portal to MCs and the Archive Server.
The Portal to MCs act as a single entry point where experimenters can access measurement
data stored on the various MCs inside their slice; it receives the requests and redirects them to

7http://groups.geni.net/geni/wiki/GEMINI
8Although GENI started an effort to make GEMINI and GIMI compatible with each other (GENI, 2014b)
9http://groups.geni.net/geni/wiki/LAMP

10Following a spiral development model, GENI aims to converge the different initial products towards a limited
set of compatible tools and CMFs.

11Note that INSTOOLS’s MC is not the same thing as the proposed GENI MC Service. INSTOOLS’s MC is
equivalent to GENI MC and MAP services together
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the appropriate MC. The Archive Server is equivalent to the GENI MDA Service, where the
experimenter can save his/her measurements for post-mortem analyses.

Figure 2.3 shows INSTOOLS MPs and MCs detailed architectures. Note that the MC
uses an SSH client and an MRTG daemon to retrieve measurements from the MP. Once collected,
the MC process, store, and make these data available to the experimenter through Web pages on
the Portal to MCs.

Figure 2.3: INSTOOLS’ MC and MP detailed architecture. Source: GRIFFIOEN; FEI;
NASIR (2009)

The LAMP system builds upon perfSONAR-PS Performance Toolkit and offers active
measurements collected with OWAMP12, BWCTL13, Ganglia (MASSIE; CHUN; CULLER,
2004), and PingER (MATTHEWS; COTTRELL, 2000). LAMP adapted the perfSONAR services
to work with the GENI authentication infrastructure and introduced a centralized configuration
model.

Figure 2.4 shows a high-level view of LAMP architecture, composed by three compo-
nents: MPs, Lamp Web Portal, and UNIS. MPs are slice’s nodes instrumented with perfSONAR
PS services and, therefore, capable of performing measurements and storing them locally. The
LAMP Web Portal is the single entry point where the user can configure and visualize mea-
surements, similar to INSTOOLS’ Portal to MCs. Finally, the Unified Information Services
(UNIS) (PORTNOI; SWANY, 2010) is an implementation of the GENI MI Service, where all
measurement metadata is stored and published through a well-defined API.

Internet2’s Information Services Working Group (IS-WG) designed UNIS as an attempt
to, among other things, unify perfSONAR Topology and Lookup services, creating an “Informa-
tion Services plane”. On LAMP, an additional responsibility of UNIS is to be a central directory

12http://software.internet2.edu/owamp/
13http://software.internet2.edu/bwctl/
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Figure 2.4: LAMP high-level architecture. The experimenter configures and visualizes
measurements through the LAMP Web Portal, and the MPs configure themselves fetching

information from UNIS.

for monitoring configuration information, tracking which measurement services are enabled on
each node, how many MPs are deployed inside a given slice, etc. This way, the LAMP Web
Portal does not need to configure each MP directly; it only updates the configuration at UNIS
and the MPs, which keep track of changes at UNIS, automatically configure themselves.

Since INSTOOLS and LAMP had similar architectures and complimentary measurement
capabilities—the first focused on passive and the second on active measurements—the GENI
Project Office decided to merge them into a single project called GEMINI. GEMINI architecture
relies on the following components:

GENI Desktop: a GUI that acts as the single entry point where the experimenters can set up,
manage, and visualize their measurements in real-time. It also offers useful features to
facilitate the interaction between the user and his/her slice, like web-based SSH clients
and web-based file transfer to nodes. Figure 2.5 shows a screenshot of the GENI Desktop
interface.

Global Node (GN): similar to what INSTOOLS called Measurement Controller (MC), the
Global Node is an additional node that collects and stores measurement data. To minimize
network traffic, there is one Global Node per aggregate.

BLiPP (KISSEL, 2013): a new measurement framework developed by the GEMINI team to
replace the perfSONAR tools used in LAMP. BLiPP allows the experimenter to collect
any type of data by wrapping other measurement tools—such as ping clients—and store
the data in a central repository following a standard format. BLiPP instances—called
“Probes”—are automatically deployed on each node of the slice.
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Measurement Store (MS): the central repository used by BLiPP to store measurements. The
MS runs inside the Global Node, and uses MongoDB14 to store measurement data as
JSON documents.

UNIS: the same idea of LAMP’s UNIS, but thoroughly rewriten to use GEMINI representation
schema and protocols instead of perfSONAR’s.

Archive Service: equivalent to GENI Measurement Data Archive (MDA), relies upon the
iRODS system. We will discuss the Archive Service in more detail at the end of this
subsection.

Figure 2.5: GENI Desktop interface, where the experimenter can, among other things,
access monitoring data, configure measurements, and access nodes via a SSH web client.

The graphs in this figure show SNMP measurements, updated in near real time.

Figure 2.6 shows GEMINI architecture and its components. Following the experiment
lifecycle, the user starts accessing GENI Desktop to set up measurements (1); then GENI Desktop
uses the GN Services (equivalent to GENI Orchestration Service) to orchestrate the requested
measurements (2-a) and update UNIS with the new configurations (2-b). BLiPP probes (called
“Agents” in the figure) automatically download the new configuration from UNIS (3), start
performing measurements, and send the collected data to the Measurement Store (MS) (4). The
MS registers on UNIS the available data (5) and, when requested, feed GENI Desktop (6-a)
and local visualization interfaces (represented by the “Visualization” box in the figure) with
measurement data (6-b). At the end of the experiment, the user can archive his/her measurements
to an external Archive Service (7).

14 http://www.mongodb.org/
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Figure 2.6: GEMINI architecture and workflow. Adapted from KISSEL (2013)

2.1.4 The GIMI I&M System

The GIMI Project15 is an I&M System developed for the GENI ORCA cluster by
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, NICTA16, and RENCI17. GIMI’s goals are:

� Provide easy-to-use I&M services for experimenters;

� Provide comprehensive measurement capabilities for testbed operators;

� Build and operate the GENI Measurement Data Archive, to be used both by GIMI
and GEMINI;

� Develop the GENI Experimenter Portal Service in cooperation with the GEMINI
project. This portal should be compatible with both GIMI and GEMINI tools.

GIMI uses OML (presented in Section 2.2) as its measurement framework, and the
Internet Remote Emulation Experiment Laboratory (IREEL) (DAIRAINE et al., 2006) as visu-
alization interface (i.e., Portal). IREEL was originally an e-learning platform to aid students
conduct real-world experiments in network testbeds. On GIMI, it is the standard Portal where
experimenters can interact with the testbed. IREEL deals with all steps of an experiment lifecycle,
from the experiment definition and instrumentation (using a proprietary scripting language based

15http://groups.geni.net/geni/wiki/GIMI
16 http://nicta.com.au
17http://www.renci.org
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on Ruby) for real-time visualization of measurements and archiving of the collected data in a
persistent repository.

Another system developed and maintained by the GIMI project is the GENI Measurement
Data Archive, based on the integrated Rule Oriented Data System (iRODS)18. iRODS is a storage
system created to manage large sets of computer files in a distributed fashion. It is flexible enough
to deal with a variety of data archiving requirements, and has the ability to attach metadata to
files, which facilitates the search process. It also supports de definition of sharing policies among
users, which is a key requirement on the GENI Measurement Data Archive specification.

2.2 OMF

The OMF CMF, focused on wireless experimentation, approaches I&M as an activity
that must be lightweight, able to capture various parameters of an experiment — including input
parameters, and work well on a distributed environment. In SINGH et al. (2005), the authors
define their requirements for an I&M system as:

� User friendly: the system should provide simple and user friendly APIs to aid
experimenters collect and transport measurement data. These APIs should also
abstract the complexities of handling the data;

� Controllability and Management: the system should make it simple to change the
measurement collection behavior of an experiment;

� Accountability: the system should associate timestamps and context information
(e.g., hardware and software characteristics of the machine running the experiment)
to the collected data;

� Collocation of information: the system should provide a centralized measurement
information repository, where experimenters can look for archived data;

� Scalability: the system should not introduce significant overhead on the network
while collecting and storing measurement data;

� Flexible and Generic Solution: the system should be generic enough to collect any
type of data.

Based on these requirements, the OMF project developed the Orbit Measurement Library
(OML) as the primary I&M solution for their testbed19. OML “enables the experimenter to define
the measurement points and parameters, collect and pre-process measurements, and organize the
collected data into a single database” (SINGH et al., 2005).

18http://www.irods.org/
19Despite being originally developed for OMF, OML can be used in any environment.
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One key concept in OML is the Measurement Point (MP), which corresponds to a
data collection point inside the experimenter’s application code. The experimenter uses a
web interface to define its MPs, and this definition is saved in a XML-based file, as shown in
Figure 2.7(a). From this file, a XSLT-based(CLARK et al., 1999) code generator creates the
client API source code (Figure 2.7(b)), which the experimenter can use to send measurement
data to an OML server, as shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.7: Defining MPs with the OML library. Adapted from SINGH et al. (2005)

Figure 2.8: An example application using the defined MPs (oml_group1 and
oml_group2) to save measurement data. Source: SINGH et al. (2005)

Figure 2.9 shows OML complete architecture, components, and data flow. We have
already shown how the user’s application interfaces with OML API through MPs (step 1 in the
figure). While defining the MPs, the experimenter can also ask OML to apply predefined filters
on the measurements (e.g., compressing, averaging, etc.) before sending the data to be archived
(2). The next step is sending the filtered data to the Collection Server (also called OML Server)
(3). The OML transport layer deals with it, encoding the measurements into the XDR format
(EISLER, 2006) and sending them over a multicast channel to the Collection server (4). On
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the server side, the OML transport layer stores the packets in queues to accelerate the decoding
process — necessary to deal with experiments that generate bursty data (5). Then, the OML XDR

decoder decodes the measurements and send them to the OML SQL module (6), which stores all
data in a SQL-based database for later analysis (7).

Figure 2.9: OML architecture. Source: SINGH et al. (2005)

OML’s generic approach to monitoring led to its use in other monitoring systems out-
side OMF. For instance, GIMI (presented in Section 2.1.4) uses OML as its basis to perform
measurements on the GENI testbed.

2.3 OFELIA

OFELIA (OpenFlow in Europe: Linking Infrastructure and Applications), is the European
project that develops the Ofelia Control Framework (OCF). KÖRNER et al. (2013) present
the I&M capabilities available in OCF, which consists of two monitoring systems originally
developed for the OpenFlow protocol: OFLOPS and cbench.

OFLOPS (ROTSOS et al., 2012) is a framework to test OpenFlow-enabled switches’
performance. Figure 2.10 shows OFLOPS architecture and components. OFLOPS interacts with
the switch both as a controller and as a packet generator20 in order to perform measurements.
OFLOPS can capture a range of OpenFlow and SNMP metrics with high time accuracy and little

20For packet generation, OFLOPS supports three mechanisms: the pktgen module on kernel-space, the libpcap
library on user-space, and a hardware-accelerated NetFPGA-based generator.
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overhead over the network. It is also extensible through user-defined modules, which can be
developed following OFLOPS own programming model.

Figure 2.10: OFLOPS architecture. Adapted from ROTSOS et al. (2012)

Cbench (TOOTOONCHIAN et al., 2012) is an Openflow controller benchmarker. It
emulates switch requests and send them to a target controller in order to assess its performance.
Cbench can benchmark a controller’s flow setup latency and the number of flows it can install
per second (throughput).

Besides OFLOPS and cbench, the OFELIA island at TU Berlin (Technische Universit¨at
Berlin) offers an industry-level measurement system based on the IXIA T1600 test system, which
includes custom hardware and Ixia’s IxNetworks and IxLoad software21. This system is able
to perform measurements with huge workloads, and is useful when “high load conditions or
complex protocols are to be checked or evaluated. In those cases, industrial solutions, based
on specific testing equipment in combination with sophisticated testing software are a must”
(KÖRNER et al., 2013).

2.4 PlanetLab

TopHat (BOURGEAU; AUGÉ; FRIEDMAN, 2011) is one of the flagship monitoring
tools for the PlanetLab testbed, and proposes to support the entire lifecycle of an experiment.
On the setup phase, it helps the user to choose nodes according to metrics such as delay and
number of traceroute hops. While the experiment is running, it allows the user to monitor his/her
experiment’s performance, run measurements on demand, and adapt the experiment based on
monitoring data using callback functions. Once the experiment is finished, TopHat offers access
and visualization of archived monitoring data.

Figure 2.11 shows TopHat architecture in functional blocks. Users access TopHat through
a web interface or via a XML-RPC API; applications use only the XML-RPC API. As shown

21http://www.ixiacom.com/
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on the bottom of Figure 2.11, measurements on TopHat comes either from TopHat’s Dedicated
Measurement Infrastructure (TDMI) agents or from third-party systems connected via gateways.
TDMI consists of a set of agents deployed within a PlanetLab slice, which wrap common
measurement tools; TopHat uses these agents when no other monitoring system can supply the
requested measurements.

Figure 2.11: TopHat architecture in functional blocks. Source: BOURGEAU; AUGÉ;
FRIEDMAN (2011)

The gateways to third-party systems translate TopHat requests into each system’s specific
language, convert the received results back to TopHat’s format, and append metadata to measure-
ments before sending them for storage. The third-party systems commonly used by TopHat are
DIMES, ETOMIC, SONoMA, and TeamCymru. DIMES (SHAVITT; SHIR, 2005) is an infras-
tructure of thousands of software agents hosted by volunteers, which provides IP level traces and
Autonomous System information through a web service interface. ETOMIC (CSABAI et al.,
2011) consists of a set of GPS-synchronized servers equipped with measurement cards, capable
of providing delay measurements with a precision of tens of nanoseconds. SONoMA22 also
provides delay information, but offers on-demand measurements — not supported by ETOMIC
— through a webservice interface with a medium-precision resolution of tens of microseconds.
Team Cymru23 provides an IP to AS number mapping service based on various BGP information
databases.

TopHat also conducts background measurements via TDMI and stores them in a general
use archive. TopHat uses this archive to answer user queries without the need for new on-demand
measurements, which is particularly useful in cases where the requested measurement requires
too much time to run.

TDMI and gateways upload all collected data to the Buffer component in the Core

system, which maintains a cache to avoid unnecessary processing and support high transfer

22http://sonoma.etomic.org/
23http://www.team-cymru.org/Services/ip-to-asn.html
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rates. Measurements, policies and TopHat’s logs are stored in the Storage component, using an
algorithm to compress those data that shows little change over time, like traceroute measurements.

2.5 FIRE

In the FIRE Project context, AL-HAZMI; MAGEDANZ (2012) present MOST4FIRE,
a system that addresses the problem of measurement and monitoring across federated Future
Internet testbeds by managing the monitoring resources heterogeneity.

The authors also introduce the concept of “monitoring-as-a-service”, defined as a set
of monitoring services available to users on-demand and across multiple levels. These levels
can range from the physical infrastructure to VM-level, platform-level (eg. cloud platforms,
service delivery platforms), up to service/application-level. Monitoring-as-a-service also provides
cross-level monitoring capabilities.

Figure 2.12 shows MOST4FIRE architecture. MOST4FIRE offers three APIs: the Infra

API, a southbound interface to interact with the underlying testbeds; the User API, a northbound
interface to interact with final users; and the Inter API, used to interoperate with other monitoring
systems or other MOST4FIRE instances. Figure 2.13 shows two examples of how MOST4FIRE
can interoperate with other instances of itself and third-party systems (like OML) through the
Inter API.

Figure 2.12: MOST4FIRE architecture with its three APIs: User API, Infra API, and
Inter-API. Source: AL-HAZMI; MAGEDANZ (2012)
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Figure 2.13: MOST4FIRE interoperability using its Inter-API to connect with other
MOST4FIRE instances (up) and other monitoring systems (down). Adapted from:

AL-HAZMI; MAGEDANZ (2012)

We present below MOST4FIRE’s components through a usage workflow, following
Figure 2.12:

1) Testbeds register their monitoring tools on MOST4FIRE through the Infra API or the
Web Portal, and MOST4FIRE store this information on the Repository component,
following a predefined resource description schema;

2) Through the Web Portal or User API, an experimenter can choose which monitoring
services he/she wants to use in his/her experiment;

3) Based on the experimenter choices, the User API sends the request to the Resource
Manager, which verifies policy compliance, and forward it to the Provisioning Engine;

4) The Provisioning Engine creates measurement requests and dispatch them to the
Domain Manager on each testbed involved in the experiment;

5) The Domain Manager inside each testbed/domain receives the generic measurement
requests, translate them to a domain specific context, and use one or more Resource
Adapters to manage (install, run, collect data, etc) the monitoring resources. There is
one Resource Adapter implementation for each monitoring resource;

6) The Resource Adapters collect, convert and send the measurement results back to the
Domain Manager, which store them in the Monitoring Data Repository through the
Mapper component, following a standard format (not specified by the authors);

7) Finally, users can access the stored data through the Web Portal or directly through
the User API.
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2.6 NOVI

NOVI is a European project that “provides control, management and monitoring planes
to allow the federation of various virtualized testbeds, consisting of heterogeneous resources”
(LYMBEROPOULOS et al., 2012). One key principle of this project is to develop common
information and data models to deal with the resource’s heterogeneity.

STÉGER; LAKI; MÁTRAY (2013) present NOVI’s I&M framework, called Monitoring

Framework (MF). Since NOVI is a federated environment, the main requirements posed to its
MF are cross-testbed measurements and information exchange between MF instances.

To fulfill these requirements, the authors propose a semantic approach based on ontologies
that abstract the federated testbeds heterogeneity. This approach deals both with resource
representation as well as with issues related to heterogeneous monitoring tools and data formats.
To that end, the authors use an Information Model described with the Web Ontology Language
(OWL) divided in three modules: Resource Ontology, Monitoring Ontology, and Policy Ontology.

NOVI’s MF supports monitoring on three different steps of an experiment lifecycle:
prior-to-resource-allocation substrate monitoring, to ensure that the resources comply with
the requested performance levels; slice monitoring after resource allocation, for diagnose or
watchdog purposes; and user-level measurements within the slice.

Currently, the framework supports the following monitoring tools: command-line tools
like ping, iperf, and traceroute; SONoMA (presented in Section 2.4); Packet Tracking (SANTOS
et al., 2010), used to retrieve path information plus delay and loss on each path; and HADES
(HOLLECZEK et al., 2006), which provides one-way delay, loss, and jitter measurements24.

Figure 2.14 shows how NOVI’s MF works from inside the NOVI instances deployed
on each federated testbed. The MF depends upon two other NOVI services: the Resource
Information Service — which keeps track of the testbed’s resources — and the Policy Service,
responsible to authenticate and authorize MF to access testbed’s resources.

As shown in Figure 2.14, NOVI’s MF provides two APIs: the Service Interface, used
to configure and manage measurements; and the Neighbor Monitoring Interface, used for inter-
testbed communication, which is necessary to setup cross-testbed measurements. Also note
that each MF instance manages only the tools deployed on its own local testbed. The Resource
Information Service keeps track of which tools are available on each testbed, and feeds the MF
with this information through a well-defined API.

NOVI’s MF also offers a GUI where users can add and manage measurements on their
slice. Figure 2.15 shows a screenshot of this GUI with a list of measurements and, on the black
box in the middle of the figure, parameters of the one-way delay test. Note that the user does not
need to specify which monitoring tool MF should use to carry out each measurement; MF will
automatically choose a tool based on what is available on each testbed, and in some cases, MF
can even use two different tools. For instance, if the user requests delays from a set of links that

24NOVI’s MF is extensible to incorporate other monitoring tools as well
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Figure 2.14: NOVI’s Monitoring Framework on a federated environment. Source:
STÉGER; LAKI; MÁTRAY (2013)

span more than one testbed, the requests are split between MF instances, and each instance will
use the available tool to provide the measurement.

2.7 FIBRE

PINHEIRO et al. (2012) propose an I&M architecture for the Brazilian side of the FIBRE
testbed, the FIBRE-BR I&M Architecture. The authors identify as the major requirement for
their architecture the “capability to configure, monitor, collect, and display both infrastructure
and experiment specific data for distinct federated or individual CMF aggregates” (PINHEIRO
et al., 2012). Besides that, the FIBRE I&M Architecture should also fulfill some general FIBRE
requirements, namely:

� Perform substrate, experiment/slice, and link measurements;
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Figure 2.15: NOVI’s MF GUI screenshot. Source: STÉGER; LAKI; MÁTRAY (2013)

� Manage the privacy of measured data;

� Manage the transmission and storage of measurement data;

� Provide time synchronization services.

FIBRE-BR I&M Architecture’s fundamental idea is to leverage each CMF measurement
capabilities (FIBRE uses three different CMFs: OMF, OCF, and ProtoGENI, each one with
its own I&M System) to create an integrated I&M system. However, this integration requires
the adoption of a standard data representation format and communication protocol, since each
CMF uses its own. To this end, the authors adopted the perfSONAR standards (presented
in Section 2.1.2), which use a service-oriented architecture (SOAP) and an XML-based data
representation schema (NM-WG).

Figure 2.16 shows the FIBRE-BR I&M Architecture building blocks. The Orchestration

and Configuration Service allows users to configure measurements on any CMF in a transparent
way, acting as a proxy. The Measurement Data Integration Points (MDIPs) are responsible for
making the CMFs measurement data available to other FIBRE-BR I&M services. Their main
functionalities are: (1) fetch measurement data from the CMFs; (2) if needed, convert it to the
FIBRE I&M standard format (NM-WG); and (3) publish this data through a perfSONAR-like
Measurement Archive API (SOAP-based). The authors expect an MDIP implementation for
each CMF used in FIBRE (today ProtoGENI, OMF, and OCF).

Finally, the last two FIBRE I&M components are the Visualization Portal and the
Persistent Data Storage. The first one is a GUI where users can visualize their measurement
data, according to a defined sharing policy. The second one is a repository where users can
store their measurement data for later use and, depending on their privileges, access other users’
measurements.
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Figure 2.16: The FIBRE-BR I&M Architecture. Note that the data flows from each CMF
to the I&M services through the MDIPs. Source: PINHEIRO et al. (2012)

2.8 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we presented the state of the art in I&M systems for Future Internet
testbeds. This research provided us with the necessary background to identify the FIBRE I&M
use cases (to be described in Chapter 3) and propose strategies for implementing them.

The GENI I&M Architecture, presented in Section 2.1.2, provides a comprehensive
framework for monitoring in Future Internet testbeds. From now on, we will adopt several GENI
concepts and terminology in our work, especially their definition of user groups and some I&M
services. Also, the GEMINI system will be used in the implementation of one of the use cases
described in Chapter 3.

Both OMF and OFELIA CMFs (presented in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3, respectively)
are used on FIBRE and, consequently, their I&M systems are part of the FIBRE-BR I&M
Architecture. The OMF’s main I&M feature is the Orbit Measurement Library (OML) — which
GENI incorporated on the GIMI system. As to OFELIA’s CMF, it does not offer any integrated
I&M system besides the tools developed for Openflow performance testing.

PlanetLab offers the TopHat I&M system, which relies on a set of measurement infras-
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tructures to aid the user during his/her experiment lifecycle. It also supports the incorporation of
new measurement tools through the so-called “gateways”. In fact, the FIBRE-BR I&M team is
currently working on a gateway to make perfSONAR measurements available to TopHat.

The FIRE and NOVI projects propose I&M frameworks similar to the FIBRE-BR I&M
Architecture — that is, focused on federated environments. One interesting proposal from
NOVI’s Monitoring Framework is the ability to automatically select a measurement tool (among
the ones available in the many testbeds) according to the metric requested by the user. However,
the authors do not say what happens when there are not compatible tools to perform a given
measurement (let us say, one-way delay) between two testbeds.

Finally, we presented the FIBRE-BR I&M Architecture, which we will use in the
remaining of this work as the starting point and testing environment for our proposals.
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3
I&M Use Cases in the FIBRE Project

In this work, we classify Future Internet testbeds in two groups: single-CMF and multi-

CMF. A single-CMF testbed has all its resources managed by only one CMF, which usually
provides a proprietary I&M system. An example is the OFELIA testbed, managed by the Ofelia
Control Framework (OCF) CMF.

On the other hand, a multi-CMF testbed uses multiple CMFs, each responsible for
managing a subset of the testbed’s resources. To facilitate the resource allocation process, these
CMFs usually agree on a standard API for booking resources, like the Slice-based Federation
Architecture (SFA) mentioned in Chapter 1. However, SFA does not standardize monitoring
across heterogeneous federated testbeds, and there is no proposal in the literature today that do
so. An example of a multi-CMF testbed is the FIBRE testbed, introduced in Chapter 1.

This chapter describes the monitoring-related use cases we identified in the FIBRE
Project. Although we restricted the scope of this work to FIBRE’s context, the use cases
presented in this chapter are valid in other multi-CMF federated testbeds as well. Also, this
chapter builds upon the framework defined by PINHEIRO et al. (2012) as the FIBRE-BR I&M
Architecture (described in Section 2.7); we reuse its components in many aspects and propose
new monitoring use cases not identified before.

We classify the identified use cases into two groups:

Infrastructure Measurements those which aim to assess the testbed’s substrate performance.
Some examples are connectivity tests on network paths and statistics collection on equip-
ment such as routers, switches, and hosts.

Slice Measurements those performed by the experimenter within his/her slice. These measure-
ments usually involve connectivity tests and statistics collection, like in Infrastructure
Measurements, but restricted to the slice’s domain.

The remainder of this chapter presents five use cases related to Infrastructure Measure-
ments (Section 3.1) and Slice Measurements (Section 3.2), as well as a proposal to implement
each one of them. Throughout the chapter, we adopt GENI’s terminology (described in Sec-
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tion 2.1) to identify user groups and some I&M services involved in the use cases. We also use
the term “I&M Architecture” as a hypothetical monitoring solution for Future Internet testbeds.

3.1 Infrastructure Measurements

The following subsections present two use cases from the Infrastructure Measurements

group. The first one deals with active measurements, and the second with passive measurements.
However, it is important to emphasize that this section deals with substrate-level monitoring.
Therefore, the use cases described here are CMF agnostic and apply both to single- and multi-
CMF testbeds.

3.1.1 Use case 1: Active Measurements

This use case aims to address the following scenarios:

1) An operator wants to monitor the connectivity (delay, loss, available bandwidth,
etc.) between the testbed’s resources, which are usually geographically distributed;

2) An experimenter wants to monitor the connectivity between the testbed’s resources,
so he/she can choose the ones that will better serve his/her experiment requirements.

To satisfy the above scenarios, the I&M Architecture should be able to collect the
following metrics:

� One-way delay, ideally compliant with RFC 4656 (SHALUNOV et al., 2006);

� Two-way delay (ping), useful among other things to report resource availability over
time;

� Available bandwidth, useful to check if the network can satisfy the expected load,
and identify performance bottlenecks;

� Packet loss rates;

� One-way delay variation (jitter);

� Route information.

As one possible solution to provide these metrics, the I&M Architecture could deploy an
infrastructure composed by a set of specialized servers distributed across the entire testbed, which
would perform regular measurements in a mesh-like fashion. Besides that, the architecture should
provide centralized Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) and Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) where users and applications can search and visualize/retrieve the measurements.
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3.1.2 Use case 2: Passive Measurements

This use case aims to address the following scenarios:

1) An operator wants to monitor passive metrics such as resource utilization and network
traffic on the testbed;

2) An experimenter wants to track his/her slice’s resources utilization1, so he/she can
better understand his/her experiment results and also troubleshoot eventual problems;

3) An experimenter wants to monitor the testbed’s network utilization, so he/she can
better understand the results of his/her experiment or choose network paths that better
serve his/her experiment requirements.

To satisfy the above scenarios, the I&M Architecture should be able to measure the
following metrics:

� Network interface utilization on the various testbed resources (servers, switches,
routers, etc.);

� Network interface loss and error rates;

� Resource availability over time, uptime/downtime rates;

� Resource Operating System (OS) statistics (number of running processes, used RAM,
used Disk, CPU load, temperature, etc.)

In order to provide these metrics, the I&M Architecture could deploy special servers
across the testbed to collect and store SNMP and host statistics from resources. The I&M
Architecture should also provide centralized GUIs and APIs where users and applications can
search and visualize/retrieve the measurement results.

3.2 Slice Measurements

This section presents use cases related to “slice measurements”, that is, those performed
within a slice. We divide these kind of measurements in “intra-CMF” and “inter-CMF”. An
intra-CMF measurement is one performed between nodes from a single CMF. An inter-CMF

measurement is one performed between nodes from two different CMFs. Figure 3.1 illustrates
these two concepts in a “single-CMF slice” and a “multi-CMF slice”.

For the use cases described in this section, we assume the existence of two GENI-like
supporting services: a Measurement Information (MI) Service and a Measurement Data Archive
(MDA) Service, both presented in Chapter 2.

1A testbed resource is usually shared among users through virtualization, which makes resource utilization
metrics useful to experimenters.
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Figure 3.1: Difference between “intra-CMF” and “inter-CMF” measurements.

The following subsections describe three use cases related to the scenarios depicted in
Figure 3.1.

3.2.1 Use case 3: Intra-CMF

This use case deals with the following scenario: an experimenter wants to configure and
visualize measurements (both passive and active) on nodes from the same CMF. As depicted in
Figure 3.1, this kind of measurement (intra-CMF) can occur either in a single- or multi-CMF
slice. Particularly in the latter case, the I&M Architecture should provide a single interface
where the experimenter could configure and visualize measurements in a unified way, regardless
of how many different CMFs manage the nodes inside his/her slice.

An option to provide such an interface would be to ignore that each CMF has its own
monitoring solution and deploy a single one on all nodes. However, this approach has the
drawback of losing the specialized I&M capabilities offered by each CMF, which can be essential
to some experimenters (for instance, a CMF focused on experimentation with wireless nodes
can offer the possibility of measuring radiofrequency interference levels). One could solve this
problem by developing a unique I&M system as good as the sum of all other ones, but this option
would lead to too much rework and an impractical huge effort.

Therefore, we believe that the best approach is to reuse each CMF’s I&M system by
providing an interface that acts as a proxy to them. The problem is that each of these systems
has its own proprietary configuration/visualization interfaces and data formats. To deal with this
heterogeneity we propose the use of gateways GW, which could be deployed within the slice and
provide a standard API that abstracts the particularities of each CMF’s monitoring system.

These gateways will provide two standard APIs: a measurement configuration API and a
data retrieval API. Using the first one, GUIs2 can request the deployment of new measurements,

2A testbed can also offer non-graphical interfaces, but for simplicity’s sake we use the term “GUI” meaning any
interface the experimenter uses to interact with the I&M Architecture.
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and the gateways will configure the CMF monitoring system accordingly. Using the second one,
GUIs can retrieve measurement data in a standard format, and the gateways will act as translators
that deal with all the necessary conversions.

With these gateways, the I&M Architecture can provide GUIs capable of configuring
and retrieving measurements on any CMF, offering to the experimenter a single entry point that
hides the underlying complexity of his/her multi-CMF slice. Also, the gateway’s standard APIs
make possible the co-existence of multiple GUIs — including third-party ones — which adds a
great level of flexibility and modularity to the I&M Architecture.

Note that the FIBRE I&M Architecture (presented in Chapter 2) addresses this use case
using components called MDIPs, which would publish the measurement data of each CMF
in a standard format. Our “gateways” proposal builds upon the MDIP concept, but adds an
extra API for measurement configuration — which in the FIBRE I&M Architecture is a task
under the responsibility of the I&M Portal. We believe that delegating the configuration process
to the gateways increases the I&M Architecture’s modularity and makes the development of
I&M Portals easier. Figure 3.2 shows an overview of our proposal and two workflows in the
context of a multi-CMF slice. The first workflow (identified by Arabic numerals) represents the
measurement configuration process, composed by four steps:

1) The experimenter, through some GUI, asks the I&M Architecture to set up a mea-
surement between two “CMF A” nodes;

2) The GUI uses the “CMF A” gateway configuration API to set up the requested
measurement;

3) The “CMF A” gateway configures “CMF A”’s monitoring system, which starts to
perform the measurement;

4) The “CMF A” gateway automatically registers the new measurement in the MI
Service, so all GUIs can discover it and fetch its results;

The second workflow in Figure 3.2 (identified by Roman numerals) represents the
measurement retrieval process, composed by four steps:

i) The experimenter, through some GUI, asks to visualize the results from one of his/her
measurements;

ii) The GUI queries the MI Service to discover which gateway can provide the requested
measurement results (the GUI can skip this step if it configured the measurement
itself);

iii) The GUI uses the gateway’s data retrieval API to retrieve the results and present them
graphically to the experimenter;
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Figure 3.2: A proposal to deal with intra-CMF measurements.

iv) At the end of the experiment, the experimenter can ask the GUI to save the results in
an MDA Service for post-mortem analysis.

3.2.2 Use case 4: Inter-CMF with incompatible measurement tools

As depicted in Figure 3.1, in the context of a multi-CMF slice an experimenter may
want to perform an inter-CMF measurement. But since each CMF has its own I&M system,
the measurement tools used on each one can be completely different and possibly incompatible.
This use case deals with this scenario, proposing an alternative to enable measurements between
any pair of nodes, regardless of their CMF.

Our proposal for this use case reuses the gateway component presented in Section 3.2.1,
but only for data retrieval tasks. To deal with measurement configuration tasks, we propose
a new component, the Orchestration Service. Inspired on GENI’s homonymous service, it is
responsible for instrumenting the endpoints of a measurement with a common measurement tool
whenever needed, which solves the heterogeneity problem.

The Orchestration Service will also offer an API for measurement configuration, similar
to the one offered by the gateways on Use case 3. This way, any GUI can use this API to
configure an inter-CMF measurement in a simple and transparent way, without worrying about
the complexities involved in the underlying process.

Figure 3.3 depicts this proposal and the workflow to configure an inter-CMF measure-
ment, which is:

1) The experimenter, through some GUI, asks the I&M Architecture to set up an inter-
CMF measurement;
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Figure 3.3: Proposal for inter-CMF measurements.

2) The GUI uses the Orchestration Service API to set up the requested measurement;

3) The Orchestration Service installs a common measurement tool (M. Tool) on each
node and configure them to start performing the measurement;

4) The inter-CMF measurement between the two nodes starts;

5) The gateways responsible for the nodes involved in the measurement register them in
the MI Service, so any GUI can discover them and fetch their results.

The process of retrieving and archiving the measurement results is identical as in Use
case 3, with the gateways publishing the data through a standard API in a specific format.

3.2.3 Use case 5: Inter-CMF with compatible measurement tools

This use case deals with a scenario similar to the one depicted in Use case 4. The
difference is that in some cases, two or more CMFs can use different but compatible measurement
tools, like two implementations of the OWAMP protocol.

In these cases, the I&M Architecture can offer a solution that wraps the compatible tools
and solves any minor incompatibilities such as different data formats and data storage strategies.
This way, the I&M Architecture avoids the overhead of installing new tools on each node, which
leads to a faster measurement set up (assuming that deploying a wrapper is less costly than
installing a new measurement tool).
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Following this approach, the Orchestration Service will be responsible for deploying the
wrappers whenever necessary, and the overall workflow will be similar to the one presented in
Figure 3.3.

Alternatively, the I&M Architecture can ignore the possibility of compatibilization and
just deploy a custom measurement tool, reducing this use case to Use case 4. This can be an
interesting option if the cost of developing and deploying a wrapper surpass its performance
gain.

The NOVI Measurement Framework (presented in Section 2.6) claims the ability to
perform inter-CMF measurements by using the available tools on each CMF (a ping client for
RTT measurement, for instance). However, the authors do not state clearly if their framework
is able to deal with the scenario presented in this use case — although we do not see technical
impediments in their architecture to do so.

3.3 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we defined some concepts regarding monitoring in federated testbeds,
such as single-CMF vs multi-CMF testbed, infrastructure vs slice measurements, and intra-CMF
vs inter-CMF measurements.

Also, we described five monitoring use cases for federated testbeds, depicting the
scenarios where they arise, listing metrics of interest, and proposing implementation alternatives
that can be applied in any similar environment.

In the next chapter, we make use of these concepts and proposals to implement three use
cases in the FIBRE-BR testbed.
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4
Implementation of Selected Use Cases in the
FIBRE-BR Testbed

In Chapter 3, we identified and proposed implementation alternatives for five monitoring
use cases. As a proof of concept, we implemented and tested Use cases 1, 3, and 4 in the FIBRE-
BR testbed; other members of the FIBRE-BR team implemented Use case 2, and Use case 5,
due to time constraints, was left as future work. This chapter describes these implementations in
detail.

We used the FIBRE I&M Architecture (presented in Chapter 2) as a foundation for
implementing the use cases, and the fact that it adopts the perfSONAR standards allowed us to
reuse many perfSONAR services, as we will describe in the coming sections.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 describes the FIBRE-BR testbed
environment, where we implemented and tested the use cases; Section 4.2 shows how we
implemented the Measurement Information (MI) Service, an essential service to all use cases; in
Section 4.3 we describe Use case 1 implementation and briefly outline Use case 2’s, implemented
by other members of the FIBRE-BR team; finally, in Section 4.4 we describe Use cases 3 and 4
implementations.

4.1 Testing Environment: the FIBRE-BR Testbed

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the FIBRE Project intends to build an intercontinental Future
Internet testbed between Brazil and Europe. Figure 4.1 shows FIBRE partners in Brazil, Europe,
and Australia.

In FIBRE, each partner committing resources to be federated is called an “island”.
Figure 4.2 shows an overview of the hardware in each Brazilian island, namely: OpenFlow and
“common” switches, NetFPGA (LOCKWOOD et al., 2007) servers, computing and storage
servers, a set of wireless nodes (optional), and two monitoring servers specially acquired for our
Use case 1 implementation. All Brazilian islands are being interconnected using private links
over WAN and METRO research networks like the GIGA network (SCARABUCCI et al., 2005)
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Figure 4.1: FIBRE partners.

and RNP-owned metropolitan networks.
Figure 4.3 shows the CMFs available at each FIBRE island. As stated in Chapter 1,

FIBRE makes use of three different CMFs: OMF, OCF, and ProtoGENI, each one with its native
monitoring system1. The FIBRE team is currently working to federate these three CMFs using
the SFA Architecture (PETERSON et al., 2009).

Figure 4.3 also shows how each Brazilian island connects with RPN’s backbone and
how the Brazilian side of the testbed will connect with European islands, using Internet2 and
RedClara’s links at RNP’s PoP in São Paulo.

4.2 The Measurement Information (MI) Service

As stated in Chapter 3, a GENI-like Measurement Information (MI) Service is a prereq-
uisite for some use cases, especially Use cases 3 and 4. This service should act as a directory
containing metadata from all experiment and infrastructure measurements running in the testbed.
The MI Service should also provide an API where clients could register new measurements and
query for available data.

In order to deploy an MI Service for the FIBRE testbed that satisfies the abovementioned
requirements, we used the Simple Lookup Service (SimpleLS) 2. Developed by the US Energy

1Chapter 2 presents in detail the I&M systems of each CMF used in FIBRE.
2https://code.google.com/p/simple-lookup-service
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Figure 4.2: Components and architecture of a FIBRE-BR island. Adapted from
ABELEM et al. (2013).

Figure 4.3: CMFs and connection strategy on each FIBRE island. Source: SALMITO
et al. (2014).
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Sciences Network (ESNet), this system is a generic lookup service, where clients can insert, edit,
delete, and query records, which are simply lists of key-value pairs. Although the SimpleLS
already offers a default data representation schema that suits most of our needs, one can easily
extend it “on the fly” whenever needed.

The SimpleLS offers a REST (FIELDING; TAYLOR, 2002) API and uses the JSON
(CROCKFORD, 2006) format to transfer and store all its data3. REST (FIELDING; TAYLOR,
2002) is the acronym for Representational State Transfer, an architecture for web APIs devel-
opment that is similar but simpler than SOAP (BOX et al., 2000), and was already adopted by
popular web applications like Twitter.

The SimpleLS API is divided into three parts: record management, used to register and
edit records; query, used to lookup records; and subscribe, which offers a publish-subscribe
schema so clients can get new record registrations and updates in a separate channel. The
SimpleLS also uses MongoDB — a document-oriented storage system — to store all metadata
as JSON documents.

To meet reliability and scalability requirements, the SimpleLS supports the deployment
of distributed nodes running the service, each one working in a specific way. A core/source

node acts as the “source of truth” (i.e. the one that will have the most reliable information),
where clients will register and edit records; there can be one or more nodes of this type in the
architecture. One can also deploy Cache and archive nodes, the former to help optimize query
performance, and the latter to keep track of all records (even deleted and expired ones). Finally,
one back-up node can be deployed for each core/source node to ensure reliability and high
availability.

For our MI Service prototype deployment, we installed two SimpleLS nodes (a core
node with its back-up) in the FIBRE NOC, running as VMs on a high-capacity server. These
nodes work at the same time as a “hot standby” backup and load balancer, and keep track of
infrastructure and experiment measurements from all islands. Figure 4.4 shows the current de-
ployment, where gateways inside the slices and servers dedicated to infrastructure measurements
register their metadata in the MI Service. GUIs and clients in general also use the MI Service to
discover available services and measurement data on the testbed.

4.3 Use cases 1 and 2 implementation

The solutions described in Chapter 3 for Use cases 1 and 2 propose the use of additional
servers across the testbed to perform the measurements. Following this approach, we deployed
three additional servers on each FIBRE-BR island, as depicted in Figure 4.5. The “pS-PT #1”
and “pS-PT #2” servers are physical machines responsible for active measurements, and the

3Although most of perfSONAR-pS APIs still use SOAP/XML, some new services (such as the SimpleLS)
already migrated to REST/JSON — but supporting backward compatibility, and the same will happen with all other
services in future versions of the framework.
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Figure 4.4: The Measurement Information Service deployment in FIBRE.

“Zenoss” server is a virtual machine responsible for passive measurements.
The next subsections describe how we used this infrastructure to implement Use cases 1

and 2.

4.3.1 Use case 1: Active Measurements

To satisfy the requirements for infrastructure active measurements described in Chapter 3,
we chose the perfSONAR-PS Performance Toolkit (pS-PT). The pS-PT is a customized CentOS
image equipped with a set of advanced measurement services, which one can conveniently
configure through a unified Web Portal. The user can install this OS image on physical or
virtual machines, but the development team recommends the first option for better measurement
accuracy.

The choice of using the pS-PT brings, besides being a comprehensive monitoring suite,
many other advantages. First, it is easy to deploy, since all services come installed and ready to
use in a fully functional Linux image. Second, it is easy to configure and visualize measurements
using the Web Portal. Third, following the perfSONAR (HANEMANN et al., 2005) approach,
the measurement tools are wrapped in an abstraction layer that offers a standard API and data
representation format, hiding the complexity and heterogeneity of the different measurement
tools.
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Figure 4.5: Servers deployed on each FIBRE island to support Use cases 1 and 2.

The measurement services available on pS-PT contemplate all metrics required for
Use case 1. Specifically, the perfSONAR BUOY service deals with latency and bandwidth
measurements, and the TracerouteMA with route measurements.

On FIBRE-BR, we used two Dell PowerEdge R-210II servers to deploy the active
measurement infrastructure on each island. The reason for having two instead of just one server
per island is that the bandwidth measurements can interfere on delay measurements if performed
on the same machine; thus, we used one server for delay and route measurements, and the other
one only for bandwidth measurements.

By using an additional perfSONAR service (the Mesh Configuration service, described
in more detail in Section 4.4.2), we provide the ability to configure all pS-PT servers (twenty in
number as of 2014) in a centralized fashion, from FIBRE-BR’s NOC. Using this approach, we
configured these servers to perform periodic measurements in full mesh across the testbed. The
delay and traceroute measurements run continuously, while the bandwidth ones run every 4 hours
to avoid overloading the network. The results are stored locally on the server that started the
measurement, which also provides an API for data retrieval in a standard format (a Measurement
Archive) and a web interface to visualize the results.

However, another requirement of this use case is a centralized interface where experi-
menters and operators could visualize measurements from all islands. In order to offer such an
interface we deployed a perfSONAR-PS service called Monitoring and Debugging Dashboard on
FIBRE-BR NOC. This service fetches and displays measurements from distributed perfSONAR
Measurement Archives in a single Web interface, where the user can get an overview of the
testbed status regarding connectivity among the islands.
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Figure 4.6 shows a partial screenshot of the perfSONAR Dashboard, with loss results
between the FIBRE islands shown in an interactive grid. By clicking on one of the rectangles,
the user can visualize the loss (and delay) results for the selected path in an interactive graph —
where he/she can zoom in and out to adjust the data resolution — as shown in Figure 4.7. The
dashboard also provides grids to show one-way delay and throughput data. Figure 4.8 shows a
graph with throughput measurements between two FIBRE islands (RNP to UFRJ).

Figure 4.6: Partial screenshot of the perfSONAR Dashboard showing loss measurements.

Besides visualizing the results on a Web interface, the users may also need to retrieve the
raw data for further analyses. Since the data collected by the pS-PTs are stored in a distributed
fashion, we needed some kind of directory service where users could search for data and discover
where to fetch them. To this end we used the Measurement Information (MI) Service, presented
in Section 4.2. We configured all pS-PT servers to automatically register their measurements
metadata (i.e. which measurements are stored in the server and an address/identifier to access
them) in the MI Service, which provides an API for querying available data4.

Figure 4.9 shows the three ways by which the user can access the active measurement
data: (1) through the Dashboard at FIBRE’s NOC; (2) querying the MI Service to discover which

4Every pS-PT has the native ability to register its metadata in a perfSONAR-compatible directory service.
Therefore, we just configured each server to use our MI Service by default.
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Figure 4.7: Interactive graph showing the delay and loss between two FIBRE islands
(UFPA to RNP).

Figure 4.8: Interactive graph showing the throughput between two FIBRE islands (RNP
to UFRJ).
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Figure 4.9: The three ways by which users can access active measurement data.

MA holds some dataset (2a) and retrieving the data using the MA’s perfSONAR API (2b); and
(3) visualize the data stored at a specific island using the GUIs provided by the pS-PTs on that
island.

We already showed in Figures 4.6-4.8 the alternative (1) — following the classification
in Figure 4.9 — for accessing active measurement data, which is very similar to alternative (3).
Now we will exemplify the alternative (2), that is, how to retrieve raw measurement data from
the distributed MAs.

The first step (2a in Figure 4.9) consists in querying the MI Service for the desired data.
To emulate the interaction between a client and the MI Service REST API, we will use curl5, a
simple command line tool capable of dealing with REST APIs.

Figure 4.10 shows an example query where we ask for the MAs in Brasília-DF that has de-
lay data. The first line indicates that the parameters are in JSON format (-H "Content-Type:

application/json") and that we want to retrieve data (-X GET). On the second line,
the URL specifies the MI Service location (mi.fibre.org.br) and the query parameters, where
ma-type=owamp means “only delay measurements” (OWAMP is the tool used to perform the
delay measurements).

1 curl -i -H "Content-Type: application/json" -X GET
2 "http://mi.fibre.org.br:8090/lookup/records?service-type=ma&ma-type=

owamp&location-city=Brasila"

Figure 4.10: Command for retrieving the list of MAs in Brasília (where the RNP island
is located) storing delay data.

5http://curl.haxx.se/
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Figure 4.11 shows the MI Service response. For better visualization, Figure 4.12 shows
the response properly indented. As expected, there is only one MA storing delay data in Brasília,
which is RNP’s pS-PT #1 server. On lines 10 - 21, we have a list of keys, each one representing
one test (i.e. delay measured from a FIBRE island A to another one B). On lines 24 - 26, we
have the list of available “granularities” in which we can request data from this MA. On line 29,
we have the address where this MA publishes its API for data retrieval.

Figure 4.11: MI Service answer for Figure 4.10’s query.

Using the keys on lines 10 - 21, we can discover which measurements this MA stores.
Figure 4.13 shows a query asking the MI Service for details about the first key. Figure 4.14 shows
the MI Service response, which gives additional information such as the measurement source
(a key representing a network interface on line 7), destination (line 2), and a human-readable
description (line 6).

The second step (2b in Figure 4.9) consists in fetching the desired data from the MA using
the information provided by the MI Service. To do this, we will use perfSONAR-UI6, a simple
but flexible and comprehensive perfSONAR client capable of interacting with perfSONAR
services (such as MAs) in different ways.

Figure 4.15 shows an NM-WG message (perfSONAR standard for retrieving data from
MAs) to retrieve the data related to Figure 4.14’s measurement. On lines 11 - 15, we inform
the source and destination of the test. On line 18, we specify in which granularity we want
to receive the response — the URL represents “summarized one-way delay” in the NM-WG
standard. Finally, on lines 23 - 26 we ask to restrict the answer to a certain time window (in
epoch seconds).

Figure 4.16 shows the perfSONAR-UI interface with Figure 4.15’s NM-WG query. In
the “Service address” field (marked by a filled arrow), we specify the MA API address obtained
from the MI Service. Figure 4.17 shows a partial screenshot of perfSONAR-UI’s interface
with the response sent by the MA — raw measurement data in the NM-WG format. This
response consists of a set of <summary:datum...> blocks (a) containing information like
the number of duplicated and lost packets (b), and a histogram of the delay distribution during
the measurement interval (the <summary:value_buckets...> block) (c).

6http://www.perfsonar.net/perfsonarUI.html
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1 [ { "expires" : [ "2014-07-12T04:35:22.187Z" ],
2 "group-communities" : [ "FIBRE",
3 "FIBRE-BR",
4 "F1BR3-BR"
5 ],
6 "location-city" : [ "Brasila" ],
7 "location-country" : [ "BR" ],
8 "location-sitename" : [ "RNP - Rede Nacional de Ensino e Pesquisa"

],
9 "location-state" : [ "Distrito Federal" ],

10 "ma-tests" : [ "lookup/pstest/f134d216-c50e-4b24-ada1-f12d17d4db74",
11 "lookup/pstest/8f6bac06-28f7-40ac-8a49-c5ff36938985",
12 "lookup/pstest/dd727a53-61b6-4f31-86a4-07ccdfea8699",
13 "lookup/pstest/c65ea99f-ab2f-4a5a-9c82-7f4f6c6e93cb",
14 "lookup/pstest/d69e8926-3200-40b6-bbc0-6fb3e4862665",
15 "lookup/pstest/db7ab28b-3e38-4d5b-a5cb-eac633623f28",
16 "lookup/pstest/0d07231e-6cca-4534-8ec3-b89b91eba55d",
17 "lookup/pstest/3e977c3b-bdab-47d6-83e0-714a2e87e84e",
18 "lookup/pstest/392e6309-35f2-4d5b-977c-afae31d00e03",
19 "lookup/pstest/7e457d7d-f5a0-4841-86c5-d7faae1de14b",
20 "lookup/pstest/6c2a48b1-61ed-4cc8-984c-16951b58bf21",
21 "lookup/pstest/86c23add-7785-47f4-82e5-1ba7bba5d238"
22 ],
23 "ma-type" : [ "owamp" ],
24 "psservice-eventtypes" : [ "http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/tools/owamp

/2.0/",
25 "http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/characteristic/delay/summary/20110317/",
26 "http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/characteristic/delay/summary/20070921/"
27 ],
28 "service-administrators" : [ "lookup/person/7f646a81-5e9d-45ac-ba0a-

da67f6837e0f" ],
29 "service-locator" : [ "http://10.136.0.60:8085/perfSONAR_PS/services

/pSB" ],
30 "service-name" : [ "perfSONAR-BUOY MA" ],
31 "service-type" : [ "ma" ],
32 "state" : "registered",
33 "type" : [ "service" ],
34 "uri" : "lookup/service/80cced58-7447-42dd-8700-54efff98a37b"
35 } ]

Figure 4.12: MI Service answer for Figure 4.10’s query (indented).

1 curl -i -H "Content-Type: application/json" -X GET
2 "http://10.128.0.61:8090/lookup/pstest/f134d216-c50e-4b24-ada1-

f12d17d4db74"

Figure 4.13: Querying the MI Service for details about one of the measurements stored
in RNP’s MA.
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1 { "expires" : [ "2014-07-12T04:35:04.394Z" ],
2 "pstest-destination" : [ "lookup/interface/e5542713-d9e4

-4421-8334-2585466c0e90" ],
3 "pstest-eventtypes" : [ "http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/tools/owamp/2.0",
4 "http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/characteristic/delay/summary/20070921"
5 ],
6 "pstest-name" : [ "10.129.0.60 to 10.136.0.60" ],
7 "pstest-source" : [ "lookup/interface/17322978-99a1-413f-946e-

f73637d5be79" ],
8 "state" : "registered",
9 "type" : [ "pstest" ],

10 "uri" : "lookup/pstest/f134d216-c50e-4b24-ada1-f12d17d4db74"
11 }

Figure 4.14: MI Service answer for Figure 4.13’s query.

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2
3 <nmwg:message type="SetupDataRequest"
4 xmlns:nmwg="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/base/2.0/"
5 xmlns:owd= "http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/tools/owamp/2.0/"
6 xmlns:nmwgr="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/result/2.0/">
7
8 <nmwg:metadata id="metadata1">
9 <owamp:subject id="subject-28"

10 xmlns:owamp="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/tools/owamp/2.0/">
11 <nmwgt:endPointPair
12 xmlns:nmwgt="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/topology/2.0/">
13 <nmwgt:src type="ipv4" value="10.129.0.60"/>
14 <nmwgt:dst type="ipv4" value="10.136.0.60"/>
15 </nmwgt:endPointPair>
16 </owamp:subject>
17
18 <nmwg:eventType>http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/characteristic/delay/summary

/20110317</nmwg:eventType>
19 </nmwg:metadata>
20
21
22 <nmwg:metadata id="metadata2" metadataIdRef="metadata1">
23 <nmwg:parameters id="parameters-28">
24 <nmwg:parameter name="startTime">1405123200</nmwg:parameter>
25 <nmwg:parameter name="endTime">1405152000</nmwg:parameter>
26 </nmwg:parameters>
27 </nmwg:metadata>
28
29 <nmwg:data id="data1" metadataIdRef="metadata2"/>
30
31 </nmwg:message>

Figure 4.15: NM-WG message to retrieve data from RNP’s pS-PT #1 MA.
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Figure 4.16: Querying the MA for data using perfSONAR-UI.

Figure 4.17: Response sent by the MA for Figure 4.15’s NM-WG query.
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4.3.2 Use case 2: Passive Measurements

As stated at the beginning of this Chapter, other members of the FIBRE Project carried
out the implementation of this use case (please refer to SALMITO; LEÃO (2014) for a complete
documentation). However, we will briefly describe the implementation strategy adopted by them.

Although the pS-PT servers could also perform the passive measurements required by
Use case 2, the I&M team chose to use the same tool adopted by the European side of the testbed
in order to avoid unnecessary heterogeneity. This tool is Zenoss7, an Operation Support System
(OSS) capable of monitoring the entire IT stack of an organization, from network devices to
applications.

Zenoss can collect passive measurements through SNMP, SSH, Windows Management
Interface (WMI), and many other sources. It also offers some advanced features like automatic
device/resource discovery, templates for measurement collection, and support to extensions
(plugins), called “Zenpacks”. By using third party Zenpacks or building their own, users can
expand Zenoss measurement capabilities to meet their specific needs. Zenoss also offers a Web
Portal where users can configure and visualize measurements.

The Zenoss deployment strategy followed the scheme depicted in Figure 4.5, where a
Zenoss instance is deployed on each island using a virtual machine. This VM runs on a shared
high-capacity server available on each island — unlike the pS-PT, Zenoss does not require
a dedicated physical machine. In order to provide a centralized Portal, the FIBRE-BR team
deployed a special Zenoss instance on the FIBRE NOC, which offers a single entry-point to
access all other instances across the testbed, as shown in Figure 4.18.

4.4 Use cases 3 and 4 implementation

4.4.1 Use case 3: Intra-CMF measurements

As presented in Chapter 3, our proposal to deal with intra-CMF measurements (both
active and passive) is the use of gateways, which would (1) offer a standard configuration API
to abstract the measurement configuration process on each CMF (i.e. the gateway should be
able to configure the CMF I&M system), and (2) expose the measurement results through a data
retrieval API in a standard format.

However, while the second responsibility does not pose too many challenges besides
data translation, the first one would require a considerable implementation effort, prohibitive
within our chronogram. The main challenge we faced when trying to design a configuration API
was that the I&M systems do not usually facilitate their configuration by third party agents like
our gateways.. Another option would be to keep a customized version of each I&M System, but
this is out of question since it is costly and error-prone.

7http://www.zenoss.org
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Figure 4.18: Screenshot of the Zenoss central instance at FIBRE NOC. Source:
SALMITO; LEÃO (2014)

Therefore, in our current implementation of the gateways we provide only the data
retrieval API8. This approach slightly changes this use case workflow, as shown in Figure 4.19.
The new configuration workflow (in Arabic numerals) is:

1) The experimenter uses some CMF I&M System to configure a new intra-CMF mea-
surement;

2) The CMF’s I&M System — not our gateway — sets up the new measurement, and
the nodes start performing it;

3) The gateway responsible for that CMF automatically registers the new measurement
in the MI Service, so any GUI can discover it and fetch its results.

The data retrieval workflow (in Roman numerals) remains the same as described in
Chapter 3.

8Which means that our gateway implementation was equivalent to the MDIP component proposed by the FIBRE
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Figure 4.19: The new workflow for Use case 3.

One question that may arise is why the experimenter would bother to use the GUIs
provided by the FIBRE I&M Architecture only to visualize the results instead of the CMF’s
I&M System own interfaces. However, we believe the experimenters will still want to use the
FIBRE I&M Architecture GUIs for two reasons: first, because they will provide a centralized
view of all measurements from all CMFs — a feature the CMF’s I&M systems do not offer;
second, because they will offer the experimenter the ability to archive all his/her measurements,
from all CMFs, on a centralized Measurement Data Archive — another feature that a CMF’s
I&M system alone cannot offer.

For a proof-of-concept implementation of this use case, we developed a gateway for the
first version of ProtoGENI’s I&M System, GEMINI9. Below we present the architecture of our
implementation.

As described in Chapter 2, GEMINI is the union of two I&M systems: LAMP and
INSTOOLS. LAMP deals with active measurements, makes use of perfSONAR-PS tools, and
stores its measurement data in a distributed fashion. INSTOOLS deals with passive measurements
and stores its data in a centralized fashion, on a special node called Global Node. Figure 4.20
shows this scenario, with active data stored on nodes A and B, and passive data stored in Round

I&M Architecture.
9Although we restricted the scope of this use case implementation to the ProtoGENI CMF, other members of the

FIBRE I&M team are working on implementations of the OCF and OMF gateways.
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Figure 4.20: GEMINI Use case 3 implementation architecture.

Robin Database (RRD)10 files on the Global Node.
Since the active data is scattered among the slice’s nodes, the first challenge was to offer

a single point where GUIs could retrieve the data using our gateway. To make this possible,
we developed a collector, which runs on the Global Node11 and periodically updates a “Cache
database” in a MySQL server with the most recent data from all nodes in the slice, as shown
in Figure 4.20. Now, all active data is available on a single point, but we still need to publish it
through a perfSONAR API in the NMWG format, and also register its metadata in the MI Service.
To simplify these tasks, we incorporated the perfSONAR-PS BUOY Measurement Archive12

(henceforth pS-BUOY MA) to our gateway, since it already implements the perfSONAR APIs
and deals with metadata registration13 (we only needed to automatize a few configurations to
make pS-BUOY MA fulfill all our needs).

Regarding this architecture, one may question how scalable is the use of a single database
to store data from an indefinite number of nodes. Despite not being implemented in this first
prototype, our proposal supports the use of advanced cache systems to avoid caching unnecessary
data. Based on the pattern of requests received by the pS-BUOY MA, the Collector could cache
beforehand only the “most requested” datasets, and fetch the least requested datasets in a reactive
way.

Providing access to passive data through our gateway was simpler. Since this data
is already stored on a single spot (the Global Node), we used the perfSONAR-PS SNMP

10 http://oss.oetiker.ch/rrdtool/
11We use the Global Node as host for all components of our gateway
12http://psps.perfsonar.net/psb
13pS-BUOY works natively with the Simple Lookup Service, the basis of our MI Service
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Measurement Archive14 to read the RRD files, register their metadata in the MI Service15, and
publish it through a perfSONAR-like API in the NMWG format. As with the BUOY MA, we just
needed to automatize the SNMP MA configuration to make it discover and access INSTOOLS’
RRD files automatically.

However, recent architectural changes in GEMINI made our implementation incompati-
ble with its current version. When we started the implementation of this use case, GEMINI relied
on perfSONAR tools to perform active measurements (inherited from the LAMP Project), but
recently they decided to create their own measurement solution to replace the perfSONAR-based
one. Their new measurement tool, called BLiPP (presented in Chapter 2), stores the measure-
ment data in a centralized MongoDB database on the Global Node and uses a proprietary data
representation schema based on JSON.

Figure 4.21 shows a new proposal to deal with active data collected by BLiPP. Note that
BLiPP already stores the data inside the Global Node on its Measurement Store (MS), which
eliminates the need for caching. However, in order to publish this data following the perfSONAR
standards, we need some element to translate the data to the NMWG format, register it in the
MI Service, and offer a data retrieval API as required by the gateway proposal. To do this, we
propose the development of a “BLiPP Translator”.

Figure 4.21: A new proposal for the ProtoGENI gateway, compatible with the new
GEMINI measurement tool, BLiPP.

However, due to time constraints we could not invest in implementing the proposal
shown in Figure 4.21, which we consider a future work. For the time being, we are using the

14http://psps.perfsonar.net/snmpma
15Like pS-BUOY, the SNMP MA is natively compatible with our MI Service.
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Use case 4 implementation — presented in the next subsection — as a workaround solution to
deal with active measurements on ProtoGENI.

4.4.2 Use case 4: Inter-CMF measurements with incompatible measure-
ment tools

As stated in Chapter 3, our proposal for Use case 4 involves the use of two components.
The first one is the Orchestration Service, which will (1) install and configure a common tool on
the endpoints of a measurement — a process we call “instrumentation” — and (2) provide an
API where any kind of GUI can request the setup of an inter-CMF measurement. The second
component is a set of gateways deployed across the slice to register the measurement results in
the MI Service and make them available through a perfSONAR-like API — the same strategy
used on Use case 3. We will first present our Orchestration Service implementation, then the
gateway implementation, and finish showing a complete workflow and usage example of this use
case.

The Orchestration Service acts as an intermediary between the GUIs and the slices, as
shown in Figure 4.22. It saves the GUIs from the hassle of configuring and managing inter-
CMF measurements, which tends to be a complex task, worth of a specialized service. The
Orchestration Service abstracts all this complexity behind a REST API.

Figure 4.22: The Orchestration Service as an intermediary between GUIs and Slices.

Table 4.1 presents a simplified description of our proposed REST API for the Orchestra-
tion Service16. The first thing a GUI needs to do is register the slice in the Orchestration Service
using the addSlice() method. After that, the GUI can ask the Orchestration Service to prepare a
node as a Measurement Point using the addMNode() method. This preparation (instrumentation)
consists of installing a set of tools and services responsible for performing measurements and
enabling remote configuration.

However, FIBRE is a multi-CMF environment, and each CMF usually provides nodes
with different operating systems, or different versions of the same operation system. This way,
there is no “one size fits all” approach possible when comes to instrumenting nodes. This led us

16Our proposed API has no relation with GENI’s Orchestration Service API; it was designed from scratch to
satisfy Use case 4 requirements.
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Table 4.1: The Orchestration Service API (simplified).

Method Parameters Description

addSlice()
sliceName
userName
userEmail

Registers a slice in the Orchestration Service.

addMNode()
sliceID
nodeName
nodeAddress

Asks the Orchestration Service to prepare a
node (instrument it) so it can perform mea-
surements and be remotely configurable.

addMeasurement()

sliceID
type
sourceAddress
destinationAddress
parameters

Asks the Orchestration Service to set up a
measurement between two nodes (sourceAd-
dressand destinationAddress). The type pa-
rameter identifies which kind of measurement
should be performed (currently we support
one-way delay and available bandwidth mea-
surements, but traceroute and two-way delay
can also be easily implemented) and the pa-
rameters parameter (a key-value list) specifies
details about the measurement such as period-
icity, the protocol to be used (UDP or TCP),
etc.

editMeasurement()

sliceID
measID
type
sourceAddress
destinationAddress
parameters

Modify a measurement definition.

editNode()

sliceID
nodeID
nodeName
nodeAddress

Modify a node definition.

editSlice()

sliceID
sliceName
userName
userEmail

Modify a slice definition.

delMeasurement()
sliceID
measID

Deletes a measurement.

delNode()
sliceID
nodeID

Deletes a node (all measurements involving
this node will be automatically disabled too)

delSlice() sliceID
Deletes a slice (all measurements inside this
slice will be disabled).

getInstrStatus()
sliceID
nodeID

Informs the status of the instrumentation on a
certain node (or entire slice if nodeID is not
provided). The possible status are: instrument-
ing, ready, and failed.
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to implement the instrumentation function in the Orchestration Service following a plugin-based
architecture. For each environment (operating system, or a specific version of an operating sys-
tem) the service will need a plugin that will receive some parameters (authentication credentials,
node address, etc.) and perform the instrumentation on the node. Since instrumentation usually
means installing and configuring packages on Linux systems, these plugins will often use script
language such as Shell script to perform their tasks.

In the current implementation, every plugin must install two specific tools during the
instrumentation process: the perfSONAR-PS BUOY service and the perfSONAR Mesh Configu-
ration service. The perfSONAR-PS BUOY service (henceforth pS-BUOY) acts as the “common
measurement tool” that will make tests between nodes from different CMFs possible. Although
in Use case 3 we used pS-BUOY only as a Measurement Collector (to put it in GENI terminol-
ogy), it can also perform latency and bandwidth measurements using OWAMP and BWCTL,
respectively.

The second tool, the perfSONAR Mesh Configuration service, acts as a remote con-
figuration agent. The original purpose of this service was to facilitate the configuration of a
large number of perfSONAR monitoring nodes on a network, especially when the operators
want to perform measurements in a mesh-like style. The Mesh Configuration service usually
works as follows: the network operator writes a configuration file describing all tests he/she
wants to perform in the network and publishes this file in some web server, with or without SSL
authentication. Alongside each Measurement Point (MP) there is a Mesh Configuration agent
which periodically fetches this configuration file, identifies which tests this MP must perform,
and configure the measurement tools — such as pS-BUOY — accordingly. In this way, the
network operator can define or update the measurement strategy of an entire network from a
single point17.

Since each slice on a testbed is an independent overlay network, we used the Mesh
Configuration service to manage all inter-CMF measurements inside a slice. Each slice has its
own configuration file and all Mesh agents inside the slice follows the definitions of this file. This
way, the Orchestration Service is able to remotely configure the pS-BUOY instances running
inside any slice.

Now, let us get back to the usage workflow of the Orchestration Service API. After
instrumenting at least two nodes using the addMNode() method, a GUI can call the addMeasure-

ment() method to configure a measurement in the slice. The Orchestration Service manages the
measurements on each slice by creating and editing Mesh configuration files (written in JSON).
When a GUI calls the method addSlice(), the Orchestration Service creates a configuration file
for the slice and publishes it in a web server. Each modification on this slice configuration (a
new node, or a new measurement) is saved on this file, and is automatically detected by the
Mesh agents. When a Mesh agent identifies that the node it is responsible for should perform
a measurement to some other node, it automatically configures pS-BUOY to do so, and the

17We used the Mesh Configurator service to do this in Use case 1.
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measurement is thus started. The other API methods presented in Table 4.1 are self-explanatory,
and therefore we will not discuss them in detail.

Figure 4.23 shows a more detailed view of the Orchestration Service architecture. The
service’s two modules behind the REST API are: the Configuration Editor and the Instrumenta-
tion Manager. The first one is responsible for editing the JSON configuration files and publishing
them in a web server (currently we use an Apache server). The second one coordinates the instru-
mentation plugins, choosing the right one depending on the target environment. We implemented
these two modules and the REST API using the Python programming language due to its easiness
to deal with both REST APIs and JSON files. Specifically for the REST API implementation,
we used the Flask web framework 18, which facilitates handling the REST requests.

Figure 4.23: The Orchestration Service complete architecture.

In order to test the Orchestration Service — and the Use case 4 implementation as a whole
— in a real environment, we deployed an instance of it at the FIBRE NOC. However, although
this Use case proposal and implementation goal is to make possible inter-CMF measurements,
FIBRE does not support federation between different CMFs yet. This way, we could not test this
use case in a real multi-CMF slice.

As an alternative testing environment, we used a ProtoGENI slice at one of the FIBRE
islands, Universidade de São Paulo (USP), containing two “clean” nodes (i.e. without any
pre-installed I&M tools) running CentOS 6, and a third node acting as a switch (running an
OpenVSwitch instance over Ubuntu 12.04). Figure 4.24 shows this topology19.

In order to instrument the slice’s nodes, we implemented the Orchestration Service instru-

18http://flask.pocoo.org/
19Figure 4.24 shows a partial screenshot from ProtoGENI’s resource allocation GUI, Flack

(http://protogeni.net/flack).
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Figure 4.24: Slice topology used for testing the use case.

mentation plugin for the CentOS 6 operating system. Since the FIBRE federated authentication
system is not functional yet, our plugin uses the ProtoGENI authentication infrastructure to
access the nodes and perform the instrumentation. ProtoGENI’s authenticates its users through
private keys and certificates, signed by a GENI-certified authority. When a user creates a slice on
ProtoGENI, his/her public key is loaded on all nodes so he/she can access them via SSH. Our
plugin uses the user’s credentials (private key) to log in the nodes and install all necessary tools.

Now, let us go over the Use case 4 workflow again, but focusing on how the components
interact with each other. We will use the slice presented in Figure 4.24 to show how a GUI can
configure a measurement using the Orchestration Service. To emulate the interaction of a GUI
with the Orchestration Service API, we will again use curl, as in Section 4.3.1.

When a GUI wants to configure a measurement on behalf of an experimenter, it must first
of all register the experimenter’s slice on the Orchestration Service using the addSlice() method.
Figure 4.25 shows the command for calling this method with curl. The first line indicates that
the parameters are in JSON format (-H "Content-Type: application/json") and
that we want to register a new slice (-X POST). From the second to the fourth lines we provide
the necessary parameters (sliceName, userID, and email) in JSON syntax; this is the payload of
the HTTP request. Finally, the fifth line informs the Orchestration Service address.

1 curl -i -H "Content-Type: application/json" -X POST
2 -d ’{"sliceName":"myUC4Slice",
3 "userID":"raphael",
4 "email":"rasd2@cin.ufpe.br"}’
5 http://ps.fibre.org.br:5000/orchSrvc/api/v1.0/slices

Figure 4.25: Command to register a slice in the Orchestration Service using curl.

For those who are not familiar with REST APIs, the code presented on Figure 4.25 may
look strange (for instance, there is no addSlice anywhere in the code). However, the -X POST

argument stands for the “add”, and the /slices at the end of the fifth line says what we want
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to add (a slice). These details comes from REST’s effort to make maximum reuse of HTTP
syntax in order to convey semantics in a concise way.

Figure 4.26 shows the response sent by the Orchestration Service, informing that the slice
was successfully registered with the ID “raphael@myUC4Slice”. The Orchestration Service also
sends its responses in JSON format (notice the HTTP payload, which is a list of key-value pairs
in JSON).

Figure 4.26: The Orchestration Service answer for Figure 4.25’s command.

After registering the slice, the GUI must use the addNode() method to instrument the
nodes that will perform measurements (“Node1” and “Node2” on Figure 4.25). Figure 4.27
shows the command for calling this method using curl. On the second line we inform the
node name and its address, and on the third line we specify the service address, the slice ID
(standardized to <userID>@<sliceName>), and finally state that we want to add a new node
(/nodes).

1 curl -i -H "Content-Type: application/json" -X POST
2 -d ’{"nodeName":"Node1","nodeAddress":"pc16.emulab.larc.usp.br"}’
3 http://ps.fibre.org.br:5000/orchSrvc/api/v1.0/slices/

raphael@myUC4Slice/nodes

Figure 4.27: Command to add a node to myUC4Slice using curl.

Figure 4.28 shows the Orchestration Service response for the addNode() call, informing
that the operation was successful (i.e. the instrumentation process started). Since the instru-
mentation can require some minutes to complete, the Orchestration Service also offers the
getInstrStatus() method for checking the process status; only when this method returns “ready”
the slice is ready to perform measurements. We repeated the procedure shown in Figure 4.28 to
instrument “Node 2” as well.

After instrumenting “Node1” and “Node2”, the GUI can use the addMeasurement()

method to configure measurements between them. Figure 4.29 shows the command for config-
uring a one-way delay measurement from “Node1” to “Node2” using the addMeasurement()
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Figure 4.28: The Orchestration Service response for the addNode() call.

1 curl -i -H "Content-Type: application/json" -X POST
2 -d ’{"type":"OWD","src":"pc16.emulab.larc.usp.br","dst":"pc5.emulab

.larc.usp.br"}’
3 http://ps.fibre.org.br:5000/orchSrvc/api/v1.0/slices/

raphael@myUC4Slice/measurements

Figure 4.29: Command to add a one-way delay measurement between “Node1” and
“Node2”.

method. The second line informs the measurement type (OWD stands for One-Way Delay) and
the measurement endpoints, and the third line follows the same logic of Figure 4.27.

Figure 4.30 shows the Orchestration Service response, informing that the operation was
successful. After this call, the agents inside the slice will automatically configure pS-BUOY to
start the measurement, and the appropriate gateway will register it in the MI Service. Then, any
GUI can discover this measurement by querying the MI Service and access its results through
the appropriate gateway.

Figure 4.30: The Orchestration Service response for the addMeasurement() call.

Now, let us see how a GUI can use the MI Service REST API to discover measurements.
Figure 4.31 shows the command for listing the slice measurement points using curl. On the first
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line, notice the use of the HTTP method GET, which informs the API that we want to retrieve

data. On the second line, the URL specifies the MI Service location (mi.fibre.org.br) and the
query parameters (sliceID=raphael@myUC4Slice).

1 curl -i -H "Content-Type: application/json" -X GET
2 http://mi.fibre.org.br:8090/lookup/records?sliceID=

raphael@myUC4Slice

Figure 4.31: Querying the MI Service for available measurements in “myUC4Slice”.

Figure 4.32 shows the MI Service response. For better visualization, Figure 4.33 shows
the returned data properly indented. Note that the answer consists of two records (delimited by
the {} characters), the first one representing the gateway at Node1 (pc16.emulab.larc.usp.br),
and the second the gateway on Node2 (pc5.emulab.larc.usp.br). Each record also informs the
address where GUIs can access the gateway API (the service-locator field).

Since we configured a measurement from Node1 to Node2, the first record on Figure 4.33
(Node1’s gateway) shows a corresponding entry in the ma-tests field. To retrieve the mea-
surement details, a GUI can use the identifier provided in ma-tests as shown in Figure 4.34.
Figure 4.35 shows the MI Service response, which provides information such as the measure-
ment endpoints (pstest-source and pstest-destination fields) and the metric used
(represented with perfSONAR/NM-WG standard IDs in the pstest-eventtypes field).

To emulate a GUI retrieving data from a gateway, we used again perfSONAR-UI, as in
Section 4.3.1. In this demonstration, we will simply send a NM-WG query to a gateway (over
SOAP) asking for measurement data — the same strategy that FIBRE GUIs will need to use.

Figure 4.36 shows an example NM-WG query for data retrieval, which uses information
provided by the MI Service. On lines 11 - 15, we define the endpoint pair (the IPs for “Node1”
and “Node2” in our example slice). On line 18, we specify the kind of measurement we want —
the URL represents “one-way delay” in perfSONAR standards. Finally, on lines 22 - 25 we ask
to restrict the answer to a certain time window (in epoch seconds).

Figure 4.37 shows the perfSONAR-UI interface with Figure 4.36’s NM-WG query. In
the “Service address” field (marked by a filled arrow), we specify the gateway address (obtained
from the MI Service). Figure 4.38 shows a partial screenshot of perfSONAR-UI’s interface with
the response sent by the gateway (also in the NM-WG format). This response consists of a set of
<summary:datum...> blocks (a) containing information like the number of duplicated and
lost packets (b), and a histogram of the delay distribution during the measurement interval (the
<summary:value_buckets...> block) (c).

With a message like the one shown in Figure 4.38, a GUI can create graphs and all kind
of user-friendly interfaces in order to present the measurement data to the experimenter. Besides
that, the GUI can also export these data to a persistent storage service.
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Figure 4.32: MI Service answer.

1 [ { "expires" : [ "2014-05-29T13:56:02.521Z" ],
2 "ma-tests" : [ "lookup/pstest/8a6ea6b0-f955-4ca6-8648-8628dbaff987"

],
3 "ma-type" : [ "owamp" ],
4 "psservice-eventtypes" : [ "http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/tools/owamp

/2.0/",
5 "http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/characteristic/delay/summary/20110317/"
6 ],
7 "service-locator" : [ "http://pc16.emulab.larc.usp.br:8085/

perfSONAR_PS/services/pSB" ],
8 "service-name" : [ "perfSONAR-BUOY MA" ],
9 "service-type" : [ "ma" ],

10 "sliceID" : [ "raphael@myUC4Slice" ],
11 "state" : "registered",
12 "type" : [ "service" ],
13 "uri" : "lookup/service/6b5b006e-c672-4b14-a318-f9db78856bf8"
14 },
15 { "expires" : [ "2014-05-29T14:13:20.997Z" ],
16 "ma-type" : [ "owamp" ],
17 "psservice-eventtypes" : [ "http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/tools/owamp

/2.0/",
18 "http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/characteristic/delay/summary/20110317/"
19 ],
20 "service-locator" : [ "http://pc5.emulab.larc.usp.br:8085/

perfSONAR_PS/services/pSB" ],
21 "service-name" : [ "perfSONAR-BUOY MA" ],
22 "service-type" : [ "ma" ],
23 "sliceID" : [ "raphael@myUC4Slice" ],
24 "state" : "registered",
25 "type" : [ "service" ],
26 "uri" : "lookup/service/c18485dd-2f55-40e4-9d6f-6fec1ae11b36"
27 }
28 ]

Figure 4.33: MI Service answer (indented).
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1 curl -v -H "Content-Type: application/js" -X GET
2 http://mi.fibre.org.br:8090/lookup/pstest/8a6ea6b0-f955-4ca6

-8648-8628dbaff987

Figure 4.34: Querying the MI Service for the measurement details.

1 { "expires" : [ "2014-05-29T13:55:26.991Z" ],
2 "pstest-destination" : [ "pc5.emulab.larc.usp.br" ],
3 "pstest-eventtypes" : [ "http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/tools/owamp/2.0",
4 "http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/characteristic/delay/summary/20070921"
5 ],
6 "pstest-name" : [ "pc16.emulab.larc.usp.br to pc5.emulab.larc.usp.br"

],
7 "pstest-source" : [ "pc16.emulab.larc.usp.br" ],
8 "state" : "registered",
9 "type" : [ "pstest" ],

10 "uri" : "lookup/pstest/8a6ea6b0-f955-4ca6-8648-8628dbaff987"
11 }

Figure 4.35: Measurement details retrieved from the MI Service.

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2
3 <nmwg:message type="SetupDataRequest"
4 xmlns:nmwg="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/base/2.0/"
5 xmlns:owd= "http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/tools/owamp/2.0/"
6 xmlns:nmwgr="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/result/2.0/">
7
8 <nmwg:metadata id="metadata1">
9 <owamp:subject id="subject-28"

10 xmlns:owamp="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/tools/owamp/2.0/">
11 <nmwgt:endPointPair
12 xmlns:nmwgt="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/topology/2.0/">
13 <nmwgt:src type="ipv4" value="200.144.187.134"/>
14 <nmwgt:dst type="ipv4" value="200.144.187.145"/>
15 </nmwgt:endPointPair>
16 </owamp:subject>
17
18 <nmwg:eventType>http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/characteristic/delay/summary

/20110317</nmwg:eventType>
19 </nmwg:metadata>
20
21 <nmwg:metadata id="metadata2" metadataIdRef="metadata1">
22 <nmwg:parameters id="parameters-28">
23 <nmwg:parameter name="startTime">1387065600</nmwg:parameter>
24 <nmwg:parameter name="endTime">1387148400</nmwg:parameter>
25 </nmwg:parameters>
26 </nmwg:metadata>
27
28 <nmwg:data id="data1" metadataIdRef="metadata2"/>
29
30 </nmwg:message>

Figure 4.36: NM-WG example request to retrieve data from a gateway.
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Figure 4.37: Querying the gateway for measurement data using pS-UI.

Figure 4.38: The response sent by the gateway for Figure 4.37’s query.
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4.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we described the implementation of four use cases (from the original
five) proposed in Chapter 3. We started by presenting the FIBRE-BR testbed, a real, production
environment where we validated our proposals. Then we showed how we deployed the MI
Service — essential to all use cases — using an industry-level and extensible software developed
by ESNet, the SimpleLS.

Finally, we presented the implementation Use cases 1, 2, 3 and 4, where we used
production-quality open source software from the perfSONAR-PS project, which gave robustness
and reliability to our prototypes. For Use case 1, we used the perfSONAR-PS Performance Toolkit

suite to perform active measurements among the FIBRE-BR islands and the perfSONAR-PS

Monitoring and Debugging Dashboard to provide a centralized view of all measurements. For
Use case 2, implemented by other members of the FIBRE-BR team, we briefly describe how
they used Zenoss to capture passive measurements from the islands’ infrastructure. For Use case
3, we developed a gateway for the ProtoGENI CMF. For Use case 4, we used the perfSONAR-PS

BUOY service as common measurement tool for inter-CMF measurements and developed an
Orchestration Service using the perfSONAR-PS Mesh Configuration service.

These prototypes validate our proposals and prove the feasibility of implementing them
in a real testbed.
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5
Conclusion

In this work, we reviewed the state of the art in I&M systems for Future Internet testbeds,
describing in detail the approaches adopted by various initiatives around the globe. This review
was useful both to document the current state of the art in the area and to serve as a starting point
for our developments.

Based on this literature review, we identified, documented, and proposed implementation
alternatives for five monitoring use cases in the FIBRE-BR Project’s context. These use cases,
although restricted to FIBRE-BR’s context, are generic enough to be reused in other environments
as well.

To prove the feasibility of our use cases proposals, we implemented and deployed three of
them in the FIBRE-BR testbed. This work documents in detail the strategies used and difficulties
encountered during the process.

Finally, we also implemented and deployed two independent services to support our use
cases: the Measurement Information Service and the Orchestration Service.

5.1 Related work

In Chapter 2, we presented how various research projects approach monitoring in Future
Internet testbeds. However, the majority of them do not address the problem of inter-CMF
measurements, which is one of our work’s main contributions. The only two I&M systems that
in some way tackles this kind of measurement are MOST4FIRE (AL-HAZMI; MAGEDANZ,
2012) and the NOVI’s Measurement Framework (MF) (STÉGER; LAKI; MÁTRAY, 2013).

MOST4FIRE claims the ability to manage federated monitoring resources across testbeds.
However, the authors do not clearly state how — and if — their framework deals with Use case
4’s scenario, that is, instrumenting the endpoints when there is no compatible measurement tools
available.

The NOVI’s MF abstracts the heterogeneity of measurement tools across testbeds using
a semantic approach. When a user asks the framework to deploy an inter-CMF measurement,
MF automatically selects the available tool on each testbed. However, the authors do not say
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what happens when there is no suitable tool at a given endpoint.

5.2 Contributions

We identify three main contributions of our work. The first one is the state-of-the-art
review presented in Chapter 2, which describes and discusses all major initiatives in I&M systems
for testbeds in current literature.

The second one is the identification and description of a set of I&M use cases for the
FIBRE-BR testbed, plus a generic implementation proposal for each one of them. Since we
described these use cases in a generic way, they can be applied to any other federated testbed.

Finally, the third contribution is the prototype implementations carried out in the FIBRE-
BR testbed, which prove the feasibility of our proposals.

5.3 Future work

We identify five points as future work. The first one is to deploy the MI Service in
a distributed fashion, with geographic localization and caching on each island, following the
recommendations in BALASUBRAMANIAN et al. (2013). This way, we will have a more
scalable architecture for handling all metadata registration in the testbed.

The second one is to continue the implementation of the ProtoGENI gateway in Use case
3 by 1) making it compatible with GEMINI’s new architecture, as proposed in Chapter 4; and 2)
implementing the standard configuration API proposed in Chapter 3 for this use case, in order to
abstract the measurement configuration process on each CMF.

The third one is to test Use case 4 against a federated environment, which was not possible
because federation in FIBRE was not fully functional yet. This will also require changing the
Orchestration Service plugins so they can deal with a federated authentication system.

The forth one is to verify the Orchestration Service scalability by testing it with different
workloads. These tests may point out some necessary adjustments in the service’s architecture to
deal with high workloads.

Finally, the fifth point is to implement Use case 5, which we did not do due to time
constraints.
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